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This is not the A-List editor’s letter
I had planned on writing—but then
none of us are living the 2020 we had
planned on. So here we go!
I’m not going to bury the lede: This
will be my last issue as editor of Ad Age.
After three wonderful, challenging,
intense and exhilarating years, I’m sad
to say I’m parting ways with this iconic
institution. Working with this newsroom in both good times and scary has
been an honor. The journalists—reporters, editors, designers, producers—on
this staff are best-in-class.
In my time here, we completely
relaunched the brand, brought the
tone and scope of our coverage into
the 21st century, introduced three
new podcasts (“Ad Lib,” “Marketer’s
Brief” and “Ad Block”) and new video
series (“Remotely,” and our video
editor’s letter on LinkedIn Live). Our
events went narrower and deeper,
especially our “Ad Age House,” “Inside
Pages” and “Next” series. We’ve won
awards: five prestigious Neal awards
for b-to-b journalism in three years, to
be precise, including “Best Website,”
which we picked up just last Friday, a
bittersweet victory on my last day. I
can’t wait to see where the team takes
Ad Age next.
These are strange times (if I hear
the words “unprecedented” or “amid”
once more, I might snap), but strange
times can bear marvelous fruit. It’s not
the worst moment to pause, reflect,
reach inward and reboot. We’re all
in this mess together: Several of our
A-List agencies were forced to lay off or
furlough top talent in the days leading
up to the publication of this issue.
Still. Given the state of the world,
the arrival of our annual Ad Age A-List
issue arguably couldn’t be better
timed. Every day feels like a year,
bringing with it a drumbeat of bad
news. As one of my colleagues recently tweeted: “Things are going to be
weird for a very, very long time.” One
A-List CEO texted me late last week:
“Shit. Is. Real.”

The Ad Age Agency A-List cup goes to Wieden+Kennedy for the third
consecutive year, while Droga5 wins Agency of the Decade.

So it’s a special privilege to be
able to provide a crack of light in this
dark moment.
This issue is a celebration of the
best our industry proffered in 2019.
Cannes may be canceled and the Clios
pushed back until next year. (Ad Age’s
own awards gala was to have been last
week, but it’s also on hold.) Still, we
can salute the good work and talented
people who make this industry so special, so creative. In these pages you’ll
find the people, brands and agencies
who inspired and moved us last year—
and they are the people, brands and
agencies who will lead the industry
forward through this plague. Even if
some of their jobs have since fallen
victim to COVID-19.
For the third consecutive year,
Wieden+Kennedy tops the list for its
category-defining work for Nike, for
cultivating Ford as a client, for winning McDonald’s while maintaining
KFC. For the work.
It boils down to a simple ethos:
“Rules get broken,” as Colleen DeCourcy, co-president and global chief
creative officer, tells I-Hsien Sherwood in his piece about our first-ever
A-List three-peat.
Since this year is also a nice big

round number, it provides us with the
additional opportunity to anoint the
Agency of the Decade, in this case another rule-breaker. “We’re a safe place
for dangerous things,” David Droga
tells Ann-Christine Diaz about Droga5,
which has had one hell of a run—culminating in its sale to Accenture,
news that broke during last year’s
A-List photo shoot.
If ever we needed a time for some
positive narratives, it’s now. Even
as we’re told daily of cutbacks and
furloughs, delayed payments and canceled events, the A-List issue is here to
provide a reminder of how awesome
the people in this business can be.
Over the last three years I met a lot
of industry leaders, and have gotten
to know some of them well. There are
some charlatans and hucksters among
you, for sure. There are also some
thrilling and compassionate thinkers.
Make no mistake, though. There
will be no “returning” to life as it was,
as Jason DeLand, co-founding partner
of Anomaly, told me recently. “This is
an opportunity to bounce forward.”
It’s time not only to break rules; we
as a collective whole have a unique opportunity to totally rewrite them.
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Wieden
+Kennedy
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Last year, Wieden+Kennedy topped Ad Age’s
Agency A-List for the second year in a row thanks to
impressive account wins and ever-expanding work
for legacy clients.
But taking the top honor for three consecutive
years—the first three-peat since Ad Age first began
naming an Agency of the Year in 1974—requires a
certain kind of magic. In addition, Wieden+Kennedy
has received the honor five times—in 1992, 2011,
2018, 2019 and 2020; no other agency has won more
than three times.
This past year, the agency doubled down on its
previous successes, proving that it can build upon
even its best work with longtime creative partners
while still drawing some of the most recognizable
brands on the planet into its fold.
The Portland office turned its Nike ads featuring Colin Kaepernick into a full-brand platform
that celebrated women in sports. In New York, the
Ford account grew from project work to one of the
agency’s largest clients, and the shop killed off Bud
Light’s titular mascot in a gruesome Super Bowl
spot, only to resurrect him later.
All told, the agency landed 21 new business wins,
including work with Facebook, Fisher-Price, HP
OMEN, Magic Leap, Michelob Ultra, Trolli, media
for Quibi and, in a move that stunned the industry,
nailed the U.S. creative account for McDonald’s, just
three years after the fast-feeder’s last industryshaking review. Perhaps even more amazing, it won
McDonald’s while still maintaining its long-running
relationship with KFC, a move that is turning old
notions of client conflicts on its head.
At the same time, the agency lost ABC Media and
Instagram due to restructurings at Disney and Facebook, respectively, and parted ways with RXBAR
and Lyft post-IPO. After an award-winning campaign for OKCupid, parent company Tinder opted to
move the account to Mekanism.
Nonetheless, W+K’s global revenue was up 14.1
percent in the U.S. and 8 percent globally. Portland
notched its second-best year ever, and New York
had its best year for the third straight time.
“The world right now isn’t really set up for a
company like ours. The contracts aren’t written for
a company like ours. Non-competes weren’t created
to help a company like ours. Media infrastructure,
none of it has been set up to be in our favor,” says
Colleen DeCourcy, co-president and global chief
creative officer. “And I think that there are a set of
clients in this business who see the value of what
we bring, and they really want to help us face those
headwinds. And so rules get broken.”

In 2019 Wieden+Kennedy worked its magic
with a stream of new Colonels for KFC, top;
fully onboarded Ford, above and below;
and created “Dream Crazier” for Nike with
Serena Williams, bottom, highlighting the
challenges overcome by female athletes. At
right, the agency’s Portland and New York
offices celebrating, social-distancing style.

A steady hand
Account wins get the glory, but no agency can survive on new business alone. After the pitch, there is
always the work, and few agencies have shown that
they can iterate and reevaluate and continue to deliver culture-leading creative better than Wieden.
To follow up on the Cannes Lions-winning
“Dream Crazy” work for Nike, the agency expanded the campaign’s purview. In February, “Dream
Crazier” highlighted the challenges that female
athletes confront and overcome to be the best in
their sport with a spot narrated by tennis champion Serena Williams. “Dream With Us” followed
Team USA to the Women’s World Cup, where it
shifted from celebratory to inspirational after the
U.S. won the tournament, lobbying for equal pay
for the winners, who earn only a fraction of what
their less successful male counterparts do. By the
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end of September, Nike’s women’s business was
growing at double digits.
The KFC team in Portland continued a seemingly
never-ending stream of new Colonels, tapping more
celebrities, exotic dancers, a robot and virtual avatars to don the starched whites and goatee.
“With KFC, we made more big bets in spaces
outside of film,” says Eric Baldwin, executive creative
director at W+K Portland, who heads creative in the
office alongside fellow Executive Creative Director
Jason Bagley. “When we do TV, we do it in a bigger
way, like the ‘Rudy’ work with Sean Astin.” Another
KFC campaign offered “Seasoned Tickets,” a delivery of chicken wings for every football game of the
season in a partnership with GrubHub.
“Over time, you can win a client’s trust, because
the risks that they take with you pay out for them,” DeCourcy says. “I’m always shocked when someone can
do something really great and then it never happens
again. You always wonder what the client was thinking, because it’s like, you just did something great
and it really worked out for you. So why wouldn’t you
continue to let your agency do good things?”
The new(ish) kid
The 2019 star of Wieden+Kennedy, however,
was the New York office. Founded in 1995 as a media
shop before going full service in 1997, New York
spent years focused on its primary client, ESPN.
“The dominance of Portland as the home office was
always the bane of New York’s existence. No matter
what work you did, no matter how celebrated that
work was, it was always attributed to Wieden+Kennedy Portland, so it just lived in that shadow,” says
Tom Blessington, co-president and chief operating
officer at W+K, who served as managing director of
New York from 1997 to 2000.
But the New York office began to break out
about four years ago, Blessington says, under the
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joint leadership of Managing Director Neal Arthur
and Executive Creative Director Karl Lieberman.
“They’re not under the scrutiny of Portland, not
under the legacy of Portland,” he says. While the
management teams coordinate at a high level, the
creative teams rarely interact, usually working with
completely different clients.
“If Wieden+Kennedy New York burned down,
Portland would be fine,” Lieberman jokes.
That’s less true than it used to be. In addition to
Bud Light, the office expanded its work with HBO,
leaning into narratives that help soften the shop’s
bro-y, sports-centered pedigree. A campaign for
International Women’s Day featured strong female
characters from the channel’s lineup, and the “It’s
OK” initiative aims to destigmatize mental health
issues. “When we first started working with HBO,
we were trying to figure out great commercials for
them, and we just realized they’re not interested
in that type of content,” Lieberman says. “So that
allows us to make work that’s actually not just
running during commercial breaks, because HBO
doesn’t have any.”
And New York is a new business powerhouse. It
fully onboarded the Ford account after winning project work in 2018. “What we’re finding now is that the
most scalable thing that you have is a good creative
idea,” Arthur says. “Our clients worry a lot less now
about whether you have 1.5 bodies in Detroit, 1.5 bodies in New York. In some ways, as the world flattens
out and as media has flattened out, it’s less about the
operations—it’s more about the idea.”
Cracking the conflict nut
McDonald’s came looking for ideas, citing the
Nike and Bud Light work as emblematic of what it
wanted. What began as project work grew until it
became a full-blown review. “There were tons of
conversations making sure that first and foremost it

was above board for KFC,” Arthur says.
McDonald’s, too, was at first wary of working
with an agency that had a strong relationship with
a competitor. “At this point, it doesn’t concern us,”
McDonald’s U.S. Chief Marketing Officer Morgan
Flatley told Ad Age in September. “We wanted to
make the decision around getting the best work.”
Internally, the McDonald’s creative is handled
solely out of the New York office, and KFC is handled
out of Portland. “I’m not familiar with the piece of
business in the New York office,” Baldwin says dryly.
“We’re very focused on fried chicken in Oregon. And
there are firewalls. When certain words are spoken
about other brands, we have little Babel fishes in our
ears, and it sort of scrambles those words.”
The road ahead
Until 2019, Droga5 was Wieden’s primary rival/sibling in the world of independent agencies. Droga5 is
now forging a different path forward after its acquisition by Accenture, and time will tell if it can continue its past glories under a new regime. But in its
38th year, Wieden+Kennedy still has the cachet of
an upstart and still approaches the conventions of
traditional advertising with an active indifference
that continues to pay dividends both creatively and
financially. The world—and the industry with it—is
changing, and if the last decade belonged to Droga5,
the next one might well belong to Wieden+Kennedy.
“Regardless of the model—whether it’s consulting plus creativity, data plus creativity, media plus
creativity—the independence part of it is truly the
thing that we have found that makes the difference,”
DeCourcy says. “So does it wake me up in the morning thinking, ‘Holy shit, I’m going to have to up my
game if this is where the world’s going’? Sure, but
we can bob and weave because of our independence.
And I wouldn’t trade that for all the consultants in
the world.”
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No. 2

Goodby, Silverstein
& Partners

By Adrianne Pasquarelli
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Goodby Silverstein’s partners are Zooming along. (Top row l. to r.): Derek Robson, Christine Chen and Rich Sliverstein (also co-chairman). Second row
(l. to r.): Bonnie Wan and Margaret Johnson. (Bottom row, l. to. r.): Jeff Goodby (also co-chairman), Leslie Barrett and Brian McPherson.

Amid the crowded field of commercials at this year’s
Super Bowl, one agency stood apart for the sheer volume
of creative contributions to the ad industry’s largest
event of the year. Goodby Silverstein & Partners produced commercials for four different brands—Frito Lay’s
Cheetos and Doritos, as well as PepsiCo’s SodaStream and
Pepsi—a record for the Omnicom-owned agency, which
won special acclaim for a dance battle challenge between
rapper Lil Nas X and Sam Elliott in the “Old Town Road”
spot for Cool Ranch Doritos.
“I could watch that Lil Nas/Sam Elliott commercial all
day long,” one consumer wrote on Twitter.
Such a response might be music to Goodby’s ears, but
it’s also the result of the 37-year-old agency’s time-tested
strategy of providing cultural value that resonates with
the average consumer for its clients.
“It’s something we love to do—we can immerse ourselves in pop culture and be part of something,” says Margaret Johnson, partner and chief creative officer. It helps
that Goodby’s San Francisco headquarters, which houses
400 staffers, serves as both an incubation and creation
zone for all new work. At a time when many brands have
a scattered roster of agencies and production companies
that are hard to reach amid the coronavirus crisis, much
of Goodby’s offerings are on site—including animators,
editors and a music suite. “We have all the tools in-house
to make things from scratch,” says Johnson.
Even before the pandemic, such an offering helped win
new clients including HP, Truly, SodaStream and PayPal last
year. Revenue grew by double digits for the year after more
than 20 percent growth in 2018. And existing clients like
BMW gained market share; the car brand overtook Mercedes
and Lexus in 2019 to become the top-selling luxury car brand
in the U.S. Goodby has a 94 percent client retention rate, according to Bonnie Wan, partner and head of brand strategy.
It even won back a client. Goodby and HP, the Palo Alto,
California-based printer brand, parted ways in 2012 following a 16-year arrangement. That relationship was rekindled
last year when HP was looking for an agency partner to help
make it relevant again.
“We make the best printers, but it’s not just enough
to have that when no one is thinking about the category,”
says Ladd Martin, head of global marketing, print and
hardware systems at HP and a former Goodby employee.
He notes that Goodby’s “robust production facilities” and

“nimble approach” to problem-solving paved the way for
HP’s “Get Real” campaign, which aired last fall. The push,
which highlighted the dangers of digital obsession, helped
propel HP back into the cultural conversation, Martin says,
noting that Goodby is now HP’s lead agency of record for
its printing, commercial and PC businesses.
“We weren’t sure if [Goodby] still had the momentum,
the ability to do the kind of work they have always done,”
says Martin. “But we found more than ever they’ve taken
all the things they knew to be true about what kind of work
works when it comes to branding and advertising, but
address that in a modern context.”
Keeping in touch with modern times and new brands,
is in part a result of Goodby’s Brand Camp offering, a 2018
initiative that gained ground last year. Originally developed with the agency’s Silicon Valley startup neighbors
in mind, Brand Camp includes a concentrated brainstorm
with brand and agency leaders to develop a quick marketing solution. Last year, it moved beyond startups to
projects for SodaStream and the San Francisco Giants.
“People want to work fast, they need answers quickly
and want to keep the emotion and instinct alive—Brand
Camp does that,” says Jeff Goodby, partner and co-chairman. “There’s so much testing and second-guessing of
what goes on, but Brand Camp maintains the spontaneity.”
Goodby is also focusing on advancing its technological
prowess, evidenced by GS&P Labs, the agency’s in-house
innovation lab for experimentation. Last year, it created an
artificial intelligence face-swap around artist Salavdor Dalí
for the Dalí Museum.
Such offerings “are always grounded in some kind of
strategic thing that furthers the brand,” says Rich Silverstein, partner and co-chairman.
This year, Goodby has new work rolling out for Boston
Beer and Truly, the fast-growing hard seltzer brand owned
by Boston Beer Co. The agency also won a project-based assignment for Panera. Even in the early days of coronavirus,
before many states implemented quarantines, Goodby execs
were already planning ahead on how best to help clients.
“Who can operate best in this new world where we’re
quarantined from each other—we’re already thinking
about that and trying to figure out how to educate clients about how to deal with the differences in media and
production,” says Goodby. “It’s going to be a new world out
there, and it’s not going to be business as usual.”
Ad Age April 20, 2020
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Johannes
Leonardo

By E.J. Schultz
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In early January, the management team at Johannes
Leonardo gathered at the Arlo hotel in SoHo over three
days for some straight talk. The agency had just finalized
an agreement to buy back a significant share of WPP’s
ownership stake, reducing the holding company behemoth’s share from 49 percent to 25 percent. The meeting
came amid a hotly contested pitch for Volkswagen’s U.S.
creative account—but leaders still opted to take a time out
to discuss just what kind of agency it wanted to be.
“We walked out believing that if you want to be truly effective there is only one way ... and it’s through courageous
work—not risky, self-indulgent creative work, but courageous creative work that is going to make sure you leave
an indelible impression and overcome consumer indifference,” recalls agency Co-Founder and Co-Chief Creative
Officer Leo Premutico.
The renewed focus paid off. Johannes went on to win
the VW account and within months launched a campaign
called “Drive Bigger,” which played a role in the automaker
regaining its footing after its diesel emissions scandal.
In total, the 200-person agency brought nine new clients
aboard in 2019, including Kraft Heinz, Venmo and The
Gap, helping to fuel revenue growth of $50 million, which
amounts to the shop’s best year in its 13-year history.
Johannes Leonardo’s approach is to pitch big creative ideas that can last years, rather than incremental
solutions. “What’s happening in the industry over the
last few years is people have become so distracted by
fads and trends—data, programmatic—everybody is
looking for certainty, and they’ve done so at the neglect
of brand-building, neglect of the power of brands, and
that has always been our sweet spot,” says Jan Jacobs,
co-founder and co-chief creative officer. “The need for that
is arising again, and that is why people are coming to us.”
Volkswagen turned to the shop to help repair its image
in the wake of the emissions cheating scandal that began
in 2015. An ad called “Hello Light” confronted the crisis
head-on, using the Simon & Garfunkel classic “The Sound
of Silence” to portray the scandal as the impetus for VW’s
aggressive move into electric vehicles. The larger “Drive
Bigger” campaign promotes environmentalism, acts of
kindness and other ideals. The brand reported that U.S.
sales in 2019 increased 2.6 percent to 363,322 vehicles.
Scott Keogh, president and CEO of Volkswagen of
America, who played a key role in the selection of Johannes,

said in a statement to Ad Age: “Iconic brands with a clear
mission make an impression and they inspire loyalty. When
it hits right, marketing can capture that. It’s a challenge
Johannes Leonardo fully nailed. With ‘Drive Bigger,’ we’ve
established a powerful platform and look forward to building off it to make our brand matter more than ever.”
Johannes also continued to pump out work for Adidas, an
account it has held for more than six years that in many ways
put the agency on the map. Efforts in 2019 included a campaign plugging a collaboration with Italian fashion house
Prada on a co-branded version of the Adidas Superstar shoe,
and a Prada-inspired bag, each featuring both companies’
logos. A video showed a miniature version of a Prada factory
that imagined the detailed assembly of each product. The
push resulted in the most-shared Instagram post on Adidas
Originals’ Instagram, and the most-engaged post on Prada’s
Instagram in the last two years, according to the agency.
“We seek partners that share our mindset and JL is that
partner,” says Ryan Morlan, global VP of Adidas’ brand communication. “They not only help us shape our brand, but also
bring new and fresh ideas that push us to try new thinking.”
Johannes Leonardo’s move to become more independent
from WPP is aimed at giving it leeway to make more decisions based on long-term goals, rather than face pressure
to take on a client purely for revenue reasons. “It gives us
the freedom to select clients based on a mindset, based on
an ambition, based on a chemistry,” says agency President
Bryan Yasko. The most telling stat on that front is the shop’s
decision to turn down 23 pitch opportunities last year.
The agency also made gains on the talent front. Additions included creative directors Ray Smiling, who came
from BBDO, and Rachel Fredrick from Droga5. Helping to fill
the pipeline is Debra Sercy, who left executive search firm
Grace Blue to become the agency’s first chief talent officer.
“If you get the talent right, a lot of your other problems
kind of solve themselves,” Yasko says. “We got to a size
where [recruitment] can no longer be just a thing shared
by me and the rest of the management team.” He adds:
“We know we want to be the best creative agency out
there, period.”
JL’s lemonade makers: (Back row l. to r.): Chief Financial Officer Bill
Afonso; Chief Talent Officer Debra Sercy; Account Management Head
Emily Wilcox; Co-Founder and Co-Chief Creative Officer Leo Premutico;
President Bryan Yasko. (Bottom row, l. to r.): Head of Strategy Mark
Aronson and Co-Founder and Co-Chief Creative Officer Jan Jacobs.
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TBWA\Chiat\Day New York President
Nancy Reyes was working from home
on a September Friday when she got the
call. Accenture, a client since 2011, was
taking its creative in-house, with Droga5
as the lead agency. The blow was brutal
if not a surprise: The writing had been on
the wall ever since the consulting giant
bought Droga5 in April.
“In some ways it was inevitable, but it
still hurts,” Reyes says. “When adversity
hits an agency, it should go back to its
values. What do you believe in? What do
we know to be true about who we are?
We had really for the first time in 2019
defined those values or behaviors.”
Chief among them: Be kind to each other but be hard on the work, she says. Take
care of each other. Harness disruption.
“When that adversity hit, and when
we really embraced those values, is when
we believe we became unstoppable,” she
says. “That’s when we won Mtn Dew, we
won Facebook, we won Groupon. Those
things all happened in the back half of the
year. Which is incredible given we had
this pivotal moment in the summer, which
could have defined us in a different way.”
With 11,300 employees across
275 offices in 95 countries, the Omnicom-owned network has been on a tear
for a few years now. Worldwide revenue
went from $1.4 billion in 2017 up 2.9 percent to $1.5 billion in 2018, according to
Ad Age’s Datacenter. It’s still too soon for
2019 numbers, but the agency says it was
the fifth consecutive year of growth.
Surrounding the surfer (pictured clockwise) are TBWA\Chiat\Day LA’s Renato Fernandez,
The North American agencies—New
Michael Claypool and Erin Riley. Surrounding the Statue of Liberty (clockwise) are
York, Los Angeles and Media Arts Lab—
TBWA\Chiat\Day New York’s Nancy Reyes, Chris Beresford-Hill, James Sowden and Rob
have been instrumental to that success.
Schwartz. Surrounding the bear (clockwise) are TBWA\Media Arts Lab’s Katrien De Bauw,
Brian O’Rourke, Marianne Stefanowicz, Susan Lee, David Colón and Brent Anderson.
TBWA U.S. boasted 19 client wins in 2019.
Aside from Accenture, it lost only Intel,
which shuttered its own in-house agency. TBWA\Chiat\Day the producers, engineers, songwriters, mixers and other
creators who would have gotten shout-outs in liner notes
New York had its best Cannes showing in history in 2019,
in the days before streaming.
earning 18 Lions and finishing as the fifth-ranked individual agency in the world. That’s something Reyes says would
“We had great data insight into the fact that because of
have been “unimaginable” three years earlier.
social, the way people listen to music today, there’s no CD
“It’s because we’re fighting for creativity with every
cover. So nobody’s giving credit to all the people that assemsingle client,” says TBWA\Chiat\Day New York CEO Rob
bled to create an album,” says TBWA\Chiat\Day Los Angeles
Schwartz. “The world can talk about disruption, which is
Chief Creative Officer Renato Fernandez. “It’s a great cooperation that shows data first bringing us detail, then helping
great. We’ve figured out a way to actually harness it.”
us to shape the way we execute the idea to delivery.”
For Nissan, TBWA disrupted the dedicated agency
The event launched with a “Thank You” film that would
unit Nissan United and brought together 10 separate and
notch more than 500 million impressions. Artists were
siloed agencies into one integrated shop. The new group
invited to create digital versions of their album covers to
launched six cars in six months, leveraged data to get a
recognize everyone else involved in the recording process.
deeper understanding of the customer and built out entire
Superstars including Billie Eilish, Taylor Swift, John Legecosystems of creative—including more than 100 pieces of
end and Alicia Keys all participated.
content, some created by artificial intelligence. The agency
TBWA\Media Arts Lab took longtime client Apple to
hit 136 percent of its sales goals in the first month and saw
new places, literally. As the tech giant was set to attend its
a 47 percent increase in “key buying actions.“
first Consumer Electronics Show in 16 years, MAL created a
“What I think really makes them stand out is that they
yearlong privacy platform for the brand with a contextual
have the drive,” says Allyson Witherspoon, Nissan’s VP of
billboard across the street from the Las Vegas Convention
marketing communications and media. “They’re constantly
Center with the glorious troll: “What Happens on Your
thinking about the business and they’re constantly bringing
iPhone Stays on Your iPhone”—both a dig at Google and
forward proactive ideas, whether it’s creative, whether it’s
Facebook. The stunt drew the attention of more than 200
something strategic or something more on the data and
news outlets around the world in less than 24 hours.
analytics side. [Chief Creative Officer Chris Beresford-Hill]
And now, as 2020 has taken a series of unprecedented
has a very hands-on approach and it’s great to see that at his
turns, TBWA feels well-positioned to weather whatever’s
level. He cares about it. That comes through.”
next. “Given this crisis, there’s going to be a need for disrupFor The Recording Academy, TBWA\Chiat\Day Los
tion again,” says New York CEO Schwartz. “That’s not just a
Angeles launched “Behind the Record,” a social media
buzzword. It’s a philosophy and a methodology.”
initiative that spotlighted the people behind the scenes—
Ad Age April 20, 2020
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By Lindsay Rittenhouse
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Seventy percent of women say they feel underrepresented
in the images they see daily in ads, in magazines, on TV
and elsewhere in the media.
WPP Group’s Mindshare, along with client Dove, set
out to change that. Through a partnership with Getty and
Girlgaze, the brand built the world’s largest stock photo
collection containing more than 5,000 images created
by women and non-binary individuals, through an effort
called “Project #ShowUs.” Mindshare partnered with
Hearst to have the editors of five major female-focused
publications include those images across their annual May
beauty issues and digital content.
The photos weren’t just featured in ads, but in editorial
content in Elle, Cosmo, Marie Claire, Harper’s Bazaar and
O, The Oprah Magazine. The partnership reached 20 million
women, and nine out of 10 Hearst readers agreed that Dove
showed that diversity and representation in media is possible. Later, more than 12,000 #ShowUs images were downloaded by more than 1,300 companies in 46 countries.
The project is just one example of how Mindshare set
out in 2019 to push the industry and its clients to rethink
the role of media in an environment where agencies are
increasingly being threatened by commoditization.
In 2019 Mindshare became more selective about clients,
pitching brands that share its values and declining those
that don’t. Turning away business is tough for any agency,
let alone one that saw several major accounts walk out the
door in 2018, including HSBC, American Express and Jaguar Land Rover. “We were coming off a difficult year,” says
Mindshare U.S. CEO Adam Gerhart. “We knew we were
facing a huge deficit.”
But by year’s end, Mindshare reversed those losses,
doubled its pitch win rate over 2018 and won 76 percent
of the billings it sought. The agency reeled in new clients
including Allergan, Ferrero, Blue Buffalo, Tourism New
Zealand, Wondery, CEVA, Spirit Airlines and Hearing Life,
while defending existing ones like the United States Marine Corps, Lufthansa and Dyson. The agency didn’t lose a
single client in 2019.
The agency introduced a neuroscience capability, called
the NeuroLab, to uncover what drives the relationships between brands and consumers. Mindshare says it leaned on
findings from NeuroLab to assess one new business prospect’s emotional targeting strategy. The unnamed brand
wanted its ads to evoke joy, so the agency tested in what
media environment ads can elicit happiness. The answer

was, surprisingly, fear. People who were watching something scary before viewing the ads experienced happiness
the most, the agency found. Mindshare won that pitch.
Mindshare says it was the first media agency to hire a
chief data officer in 2013 and today has more than 180 data
and analytics roles nationwide. The shop created the first
Amazon solution for brands in 2017 and today its shopper
marketing capability, called Shop+, runs thousands of campaigns for clients across Amazon, Target, Kroger and other
retailers. Mindshare also was the first agency to develop
a LGBTQ private marketplace to reverse a discriminatory
practice that caused words like “gay” to land on keyword
exclusion lists.
Now, as platforms like Google begin phasing out
third-party cookies, Mindshare is focusing on shifting
clients to what it calls a higher-fidelity ID by aiming to own
the data itself. Gerhart says Mindshare is striving to be the
“best data applicator, not aggregator.”
“Most data that exists out there is available on the open
marketplace,” Gerhart notes. “Whether it’s through Axciom,
Epsilon; they are selling their data to everyone. Data in and of
itself is no longer a competitive advantage. That’s why things
like neuroscience are really important to deliver the right
message when the person is in the right frame of mind.”
The agency is proving that a fresh perspective can go
a long way. After winning the Buffalo Wild Wings media
account in late 2018, Mindshare set out to reinvent the
restaurant chain’s annual NCAA partnership in 2019.
During last year’s March Madness, Mindshare created a
media strategy across TV, digital streaming, audio and
social by deploying special spots only when the college
basketball games went into overtime.
The agency swapped out previously placed Buffalo Wild
Wings ads at the last minute, running three “overtime” ads
in total, one of which drove more than $1 million in media
exposure. Buffalo Wild Wings ended up with year-overyear sales growth. “I can honestly say that in my 20-plus
year career, this alignment with Mindshare is one of the
most symbiotic and progressive partnerships I’ve experienced,” says Brian Pruitt, senior director of national media
at Buffalo Wild Wings parent Inspire Brands.
Mindshare’s team is connecting virtually given the coronavirus, including
U.S. CEO Adam Gerhart (bottom row, far right) and Nick Emery, global
CEO, who can be spotted in the second row, fourth from left. The agency
didn’t lose a single client in 2019 and credits its success to pushing media
in new directions.
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By Alexandra Jardine

BBDO

The team at BBDO (above) colors outside the lines, which has enabled the agency to notch sixth place on the Agency A-List. At left, preparing for a scene
from the shop’s chilling Sandy Hook Promise campaign, called “Back-to-School Essentials.”
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David Lubars likes to use painting metaphors when
discussing his agency’s experience in 2019. BBDO North
America had a robust year, with projected revenue up to
$654 million from $641 million in 2018. The agency’s North
America chairman and worldwide chief creative officer says
this reflects the contributions of all its U.S. offices. “They all
have their own tones and colors they have brought to our
palette,” says Lubars, who himself started out at the L.A.
office in the ‘90s. He describes BBDO as a “global boutique”
agency these days, adding: “We came from boutiques, and
we can now do that kind of work on a bigger canvas.”
Lubars says the agency has worked hard to get the right
creative teams in place in offices such as BBDO L.A, BBDO
Atlanta and Energy BBDO in Chicago. Once, these offices
might have been regarded as “satellites” tasked with servicing a particular account, but today they make invaluable
contributions to the agency’s performance—and its reappearance on our A-List, having last landed here in 2017.
Energy BBDO, for example, ended the year by being
appointed creative agency partner for Brown-Forman and
digital agency of record for Australian home-improvement
retailer James Hardie. Atlanta picked up new business
including startup Kefi children’s play centers. And L.A.
created consistently strong work for the agency’s biggest
client, AT&T. It included a music video, “Summertime Lover,” which originally appeared in an ad about a boy band
but ended up becoming a hit in its own right after viewers
demanded a full-length version.
With female leadership at the top of Chicago, New York,
Atlanta, Los Angeles and Dallas, the agency can now point
to an increasingly diverse offering. That’s reflected in work
such as BBDO’s spot for startup Thinx, the direct-to-consumer period-proof underwear brand. Created by an all-female team, the “MENstruation” campaign imagines what
the world would look like if both sexes got periods. From
checking for blood stains to asking a friend for a tampon,
the spot successfully became the first ad to show a tampon
“in use” on national TV and increased conversation about
the brand by 76 percent.
Sticking with the paint metaphors, the agency can
demonstrate broad strokes of creativity, whether for
big-budget clients like AT&T and Bacardi, or clients such
as Sandy Hook Promise and Monica Lewinsky, for which
the agency is handling an anti-bullying campaign.
“We put our best resources into both our biggest and
smallest clients,” says Lubars.
BBDO New York’s work for Sandy Hook Promise, for
instance, is finding fresh ways to highlight the harrowing
reality of school shootings. A 2019 spot, “Back-to-School

Essentials,” features children showing off new school gear
like running shoes, writing implements and socks, which
serve the double purpose of enabling them to flee a shooter, defend themselves, or even stanch bleeding wounds.
For an anti-cyberbullying effort by Monica Lewinsky
and her public relations firm, Dini von Mueffling Communications, the agency created a dual-screen experience
where a teaser film about a bullied girl invited viewers to
enter their mobile number in order to see a longer version
of the same film—this one overlaid with text messages the
girl was receiving.
Lewinsky tells Ad Age: “BBDO New York exemplifies
what it means to use strong creative to change social
behavior. More important, the brilliant creative work has
been fueled by an unparalleled passion from those on the
team to help change the conversation around cyberbullying and our culture of humiliation.”
Lubars points to the necessity of creating work that’s
both “timely” and “timeless,” staying in touch with new
ways to reach consumers and at the same time creating
work that’s “very bespoke” to each client.
For Bacardi, that’s about music, and finding a way to
connect to younger consumers using the brand’s cultural
heritage. This year BBDO tapped into that to create an epic
music video and dance in partnership with Major Lazer &
Anitta and based on a simple idea: to “pass the beat” by
tapping on a Bacardi bottle and then passing it along.
Elsewhere, BBDO persuaded customers to buy espresso
from Dunkin’ Donuts with a line of fake espresso-themed
apparel for the chain with names like Cappu-chinos,
Americano-veralls and Latte-nk Tops. Espresso is now
Dunkin’s fastest-growing category, with sales up by more
than 40 percent.
There were some losses. Pepsico moved Mtn Dew to fellow Omnicom agency TBWA, something Lubars describes
as a “gut punch.” The agency also lost Grey Goose and Humana. On the plus side, it won new business from the likes
of Facebook, with briefs for Oculus and for Whatsapp.
Like many agencies affected as clients cut back or halt
work due to the coronavirus pandemic, BBDO has recently been forced to carry out layoffs. Among those affected
were New York Chief Creative Officer Greg Hahn and Exec
VP-Director of Integrated Production Dave Rolfe. Lubars
told Ad Age last week he is “too heartbroken to comment.”
But in an earlier inteview, he said that one area in
which the shop will be focused on in the future is the
increasing importance of design: “You’ll see more contributions from our design shops.” Or, in art terms, get ready
for some mixed media.
Ad Age April 20, 2020
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McCann

By Ann-Christine Diaz
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McCann has captured hearts and minds with sociallyconscious award-grabbers like Lockheed Martin’s “Field
Trip to Mars” from 2016 and “Fearless Girl” for State
Street Global Advisors in 2017. But in 2019, it showed how
even big, established consumer brands can play an
impactful and credible role when it comes to doing good.
Last year, the shop helped Microsoft earn a Brand
Experience and Activation Grand Prix at Cannes with
“Changing the Game,” the integrated push around the
company’s award-winning adaptive controller that makes
gaming more accessible for players with disabilities. It
began with a heartwarming holiday spot that depicted kids
rallying around Owen Sirmons, a child gamer with a rare
genetic disorder. Behind-the-scenes footage from that spot
ended up becoming a Super Bowl campaign featuring an
endearing cast of young gamers and their families, who
rejoice over how the controller has helped to level up their
game—and their confidence. Ultimately, the effort went
on to garner $35 million in earned media and 1.1 billion
impressions, according to the campaign’s case study.
“I don’t think it’s a bad thing to be the best at creating
purpose-led work, but what we stand for is creating meaningful work that is results-driven,” says Global Creative
Chairman Rob Reilly.
Over the past five years or so, McCann’s senior leadership team has been hammering out a philosophy to help
sharpen the agency’s focus on doing just that—and 2019
is when it all started to gel. "Our goal has been to show the
meaningful relationship a product or brand can have in a
consumer’s life,” says Chairman and CEO Harris Diamond.
“The most important success barometer for us has been
for the clients to adopt that mantra.”
Microsoft’s Corporate VP-Brand, Advertising and Research Kathleen Hall describes her company’s relationship
with the agency as close to symbiotic, one born from the
agency’s ability to recognize the marketer’s most valuable
assets. “Rob has never wavered from his belief about the
company’s greatness and that it deserves to be recognized
for it,” Hall says. “There’s an amazingly close partnership.”
For Mastercard, McCann already made history with
its “Priceless” campaign, but last year it deepened that
legacy with a startling product idea. As part of its #AcceptanceMatters push around Pride Week, the brand debuted
the “True Name” card, which allows individuals who have
transitioned to put their new names on their credit cards—
an idea that alleviates the awkward position people can be
in when their card monikers don’t seem to match up with

their physical appearance. It was inspired by the experience of Associate Creative Director Lucas Crigler, one of
the agency’s creatives who had transitioned.
“We’re proud that a lot of our more interesting work
comes from our team’s personal insights and passions,”
says McCann New York Co-Chief Creative Officer Tom Murphy. He and fellow Co-Chief Creative Officer Sean Bryan
say that among the most important tools for them have
been “empathy” and “listening. “Looking at every conversation, with creatives or clients, has led to some of our
most impactful and culture-shifting work,” Bryan says.
The meaningful ideas continued with Verizon’s integrated Big Game push “The Team That Wouldn’t Be
Here,” which assembled a “new” NFL team comprising 11
players that would no longer be around had it not been for
emergency calls that saved their lives in various crises.
The agency also went on to win the 2019 Cannes Lions
Grand Prix for Good for a March for Our Lives ad featuring
a young girl who schools a group of office workers on the
finer points of gun violence lockdown drills—something in
which American kids are well-trained.
Though 2019 was a year of big creative wins for the
agency, its revenue dipped, clocking in at about a 1.5 to 2
percent gain in the U.S. compared to at least 5 percent in
recent years. Diamond attributes that to losing the U.S.
Army account late in 2018. But the team rallied. “Instead of
retreating, we sold a lot, we created a lot of relationships
and got a lot of shares of their wallets,” he says.
In 2019, the agency saw 82 account wins amounting to
$90 million. Among the U.S. and global wins were eBay, Fujifilm, LinkedIn, Coke with Coffee, InterContinental Hotels,
TGI Fridays and Beam and Suntory.
Also central to McCann’s success has been the brand’s
global proprietary intelligence group “Truth Central,”
comprising 25 million data points about consumer behavior. According to Global Chief Strategy Officer Suzanne
Powers, it’s not just a repository of stats. The agency also
has “Truth 2 Meaning,” an established methodology for
leveraging that data and applying it to client problems and
briefs. “If you have a mission and don’t create a practical
toolset, it just becomes propaganda,” she says.
Global CEO Harris Diamond (blue jacket and khakis) and Global Creative
Chair Rob Reilly (holding the trophy) along with the team at McCann
Worldgroup accept the Network of the Year award at last year’s Cannes
Lions festival. Above left, McCann’s #AcceptanceMatters pride campaign
for Mastercard, which included the “True Name” card and renaming Gay
Street in Manhattan with a more representative group of signs.
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No. 8
By Jack Neff

Code and
Theory

(Top row from l.): Jessica Lee, group creative director; Ben Berentson, managing director, New York; Dan Gardner, CEO; Michael Treff, president; Larry
Muller, CFO; Maud Meister, group strategy director. (Center): Chenta Yu, group design director. Bottom (from l.), Alison Hess, group creative director;
Brent Buntin, CMO; Amy Carvajal, CCO; Eric Tordiff, group director, production; Pam Del Bene, HR director; Dave DiCamillo, chief technology officer.
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Code and Theory has never been easy to define, but the
agency had its best year in 2019 in part because the marketing world caught up with the expansive and somewhat
amorphous reality of what it does.
Is it a design shop? An experiential marketing shop? A
digital creative shop? Yes to all. And while the majority of its
work is projects, Code and Theory also has agency-of-record
assignments from Adidas and, most recently, Xerox (begun
in 2019 but officially announced earlier this year).
Agency revenue soared 25 percent last year to $90 million on wins that also included Prudential, Pfizer, Morgan
Stanley, Spotify, Mattel, Thomson Reuters and the NCAA.
The Stagwell Group-owned shop also won a key account
with Johnson & Johnson consumer brands including
Tylenol, Listerine and Zyrtec alongside “cousin” agency
Doner, a unit of MDC Partners, whose CEO Mark Penn is
also chairman of Stagwell.
Code and Theory, founded in 2001, does 61 percent of
its work in platform and product design; 23 percent in
integrated marketing; 9 percent in data, analytics and
research; 5 percent in business and organizational consulting; and 5 percent in experiential marketing. That’s a little
bit of everything, in a sense, and last year might have been
so good because more marketers began to work the same
way, says CEO Dan Gardner.
“Before 2019, we were growing, expanding and adding
capabilities,” Gardner says. “They were a little too advanced for the market. I think the traditional CMO wasn’t
ready to buy our types of services. They didn’t understand
the fundamental shifts they needed to make. And 2019 was
the moment when the more modern CMO corps came in
and understood the expansion of things that they needed
to do in marketing. If you think about what does a modern
CMO buy, are they buying only advertising agencies? Is an
agency supposed to do more than just create the ads?”
By way of definition, Gardner says, “We simply describe
ourselves as a digital-first creative agency.” Ultimately,
though, the comprehensive nature of the work isn’t so
different from what agencies were originally built to do,
as Gardner sees it. “Original advertising agencies were
creative people who solved problems,” he says. “We think
we’re a modern version of that.”
Code and Theory’s diversity of work is matched by a diversity of clients. Besides media and publishing, the client
base includes financial services, health care, government

and academia. “We never want to be pigeonholed into one
category,” says President Mike Treff.
The Thomson Reuters win added to an extensive media
practice. Some of Code and Theory’s most visible media is for CNN, where it created the “magic wall” for the
network’s midterm 2018 election coverage that has been
redeployed and enhanced for 2020.
Media work in turn applies to other marketers. So with
Adidas, one strategy has been to get the athletic wear
brand to think more like a publisher. That can be seen in
part with the campaign behind last year’s relaunch over
five months of the Originals Nite Jogger shoe. It included
curating stories from creative users and influencers, and
an interactive element that revealed what the shoe would
look like in the dark. The online experience was coordinated to the user’s location, based on IP addresses. If the
user visited in daytime, the shoe would appear one way; at
night the site added glow-in-the-dark features. The work
helped the product sell out in a record 48 hours.
Adidas is a relatively rare AOR account for Code and
Theory. But even in project work, the agency looks to do
things that “have annuities beyond the campaign” by
building capabilities, organization design or infrastructure
that will last, says Treff. Overall, about 80 percent of Code
and Theory’s work is done on a project basis. “We don’t
personally care if it’s project-based or retainer-based,”
Treff says. “Even on retainer-based accounts, it’s very
common that there are projects layered on top of it.”
Thomson Reuters was also the first client whose business is touched by each of Code and Theory’s six offices.
Better integrating offices and capabilities was a priority
for the agency this year, as it acquired and integrated
Rhythm, an Irvine, California-based customer relationship
management specialist shop.
Getting used to working remotely across offices has had
advantages as Code and Theory adapts during the coronavirus crisis. Its Atlanta office, Mediacurrent, a Drupal
content-development shop, always had a distributed workforce, Gardner says. “We’ve been able to quickly take learnings from 80 people who were always distributed. As soon
as we saw this happening, we started slowly onboarding
our teams into distributed work where clients were shared
across offices. It wasn’t like one day we said, ‘Everyone go
home.’ But operationally we’re getting used to it like everyone else.”
Ad Age April 20, 2020
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No. 9
By Judann Pollack

Weber
Shandwick

Gail Heimann, (above) president-CEO of Weber Shandwick, says that the agency “is an organization born in PR that was built to solve problems,” with an
“earned first mindset.” At left: Weber Shandwick came up with the idea to sell Bud Light Victory Fridges to Cleveland Browns fans on behalf of client
AB InBev. Some 2,000 sold in two days.
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“We love all our children,” laughs Gail Heimann when
asked about her favorite campaigns her agency did last
year. Heimann, president-CEO of Weber Shandwick, has
a lot to choose from. Last year, the agency churned out
notable creative for the likes of Ancestry.com, for which
it created a stirring documentary about the Underground
Railroad that showed during Sundance; it rented out an
Airbnb modeled after Barbie’s Dreamhouse; sold Bud Light
“Cleveland Browns Victory Fridges” in Ohio; and masterminded an album of “Pure Michigan” sounds that actually
tracked on the Billboard New Age album charts.
None of these are traditional “PR” campaigns, but Weber
Shandwick has been busting tradition for years. “We have
always been about breaking out, getting ahead and staying
ahead,” says Heimann.
To that end, the shop has been investing in data (it now
employs more than 100 data scientists) and consulting
capabilities with a 50-plus person unit Called United Minds
and has beefed up its creative hires. Weber Shandwick now
considers itself a “marketing solutions firm,” and says that
40 percent of its global revenue last year was derived from
“digitally fueled engagements.”
As for staying ahead, the agency says it has grown
25 percent in the past four years, which, according to its
own benchmarking, is four times faster than the top five
global PR agencies. Weber Shandwick’s U.S. net revenue
came in at $439 million in 2019, up 2.2 percent, with
worldwide net revenue of $674 million, according to Ad
Age Datacenter estimates.
Last year, Weber Shandwick posted low- to mid-single
digit organic growth and reeled in some major new clients,
including Kellogg, Michelin, Buick, GMC and USAA. And
the shop says that more than 75 percent of its growth
last year came from existing clients, which include IBM,
Coca-Cola, Anheuser-Busch InBev, Glaxo SmithKline and
Mars. The agency did lose State Farm and the U.S. Army
last year, but retained 92 percent of its business.
“We are an organization born in PR that was built
to solve problems,” says Heimann, who says an “earned
first” mindset remains the hub of what it does. For a global consumer product pitch for a client it won’t identify,
Weber Shandwick put its data scientists to work combing
through social and other media to analyze 70 million data
points to find the next big flavor trend. It built a chatbot
for Novartis so that psoriasis patients can manage symp-

toms, and—as befitting a shop that prides itself on being
in touch with popular culture—the shop dreamed up an
UNO game for Mattel with a new veto card used when a
player breaks the “no-politics” rule. The game sold out at
Walmart within two weeks. We’ll let Weber Shandwick’s
entry speak for itself here: “Next time Aunt Shirley starts
talking Trump, pull out the trump card … pun intended …
to skip her turn.”
The agency “is very good in turning insight to action,”
says Amardeep Kahlon, chief marketing officer for GSK
consumer healthcare in the U.S. “I find them very valuable
at finding multicultural trends, consumer insights and the
general zeitgeist. They understand brands and the creative
opportunity to help with consumer friction points, to
intercept with an opportunity to help the brand become
more culturally relevant.”
Weber Shandwick might be best known for its work
for Mattel as part of an agency team that transformed
60-year-old Barbie from a symbol of old-school sexism into
a model of gender equality and inclusivity. That evolution
landed the doll the No. 5 slot on Ad Age’s Hottest Brands
list in December 2019.
This year, the marketer worked with Weber to get
social and media traction for a real-life Barbie dreamhouse
for rent on Airbnb. That project generated 18,000 press
hits and 25 million incremental views to Airbnb.com.
Weber Shandwick’s documentary “Railroad Ties” for
Ancestry.com resulted in a 146 percent uptick in searches
for the genealogy site, a 10 percent increase in traffic and
an 83 percent rise in consumer consideration.
The agency has also proven it has the ability to top
itself. On the heels of its Victory Fridges for AB InBev
last year—in which the brand locked Bud Light in fridges
that were opened only when the Cleveland Browns won a
game—last year it expanded on the concept by selling the
fridges to fans. Some 2,000 sold in two days.
It’s Weber’s ability to insert brands into popular
culture that Marcel Marcondes, chief marketing officer of
Anheuser-Busch, says makes the shop stand out. Weber
Shandwick “stepped out of the role of a traditional PR firm
to become a true creative partner to AnheuserBusch, across the biggest brands in our portfolio,” he says.
“They’ve conceived and executed powerful, people-first
campaigns that earn huge attention and drive our brands’
cultural relevance.”
Ad Age April 20, 2020
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Humanaut refers to itself as a brand production studio,
not an ad agency. It’s a description that, much like its
headquarters in Chattanooga, Tennessee, strips away the
trappings of the tried-and-true (and increasingly tired)
agency model.
Humanaut isn’t spending time on the littlest details of
big pitch decks, because clients come to the agency—not the
other way around. It works on a project basis, shoots the bulk
of its work at its 6,000-square-foot studio, and does its own
testing. The model lets the agency more quickly offer what
brands want: hard-working creative that breaks through.
The agency works only with mission-driven, sustainably-focused brands, a vision more easily carried out in a
standalone shop than in a holding company, say cofounders Andrew Clark and David Littlejohn. They are particular
about who they work with and say they have turned down
brands that don’t align with their values.
“Most of our brands are challenger or emerging brands.
They’re trying to fix what’s broken with a new thing,” says
Littlejohn, who serves as chief creative director.
The client roster is packed with brands touting organic,
natural, and better-for-you products. Humanaut created
an amusing 30-minute pre-roll video (yes, 30 full minutes)
for Organic Voices, a group of organic product marketers,
in which a couple sings about chemicals not used in organic production. The shop also works on Hello, the “naturally
friendly” oral care brand being scooped up by ColgatePalmolive. And it was behind the branding and creation of
filmmaker Morgan Spurlock’s “Holy Chicken!” restaurant.
The triple threat of creative, production and testing
“gives us a really big superpower,” says Littlejohn. The
agency does rapid prototypes along with testing results to
show to clients. “For us to sort of DIY and take the onus of
testing, to de-risk the creative work we’re doing, I think is
a really big differentiator.”
It also means Humanaut can handle work at a lower
cost than bigger shops with higher overhead. “We don’t
have these massive beastly monthly numbers we have to
make,” says Clark, the agency’s chief strategist.
Humanaut has been working with a project-based
model for years. “We’re not trying to tie you down to a
retainer and, given how dynamic and fluid the industry is,
the retainer model just seems outdated,” says Clark.
When the projects are strong enough, clients keep coming back and grow alongside the agency. That’s what has
happened with Organic Valley, an early client it has now
worked with for six years. “What to me really sets them
apart is their complete refusal of mediocre work,” says
Jaclyn Cardin, senior director of integrated marketing at
Organic Valley. “They won’t let us settle, either.”
The agency and the Wisconsin-based client use Google

Docs and other ways of working together from a distance,
and meet in person when it makes sense. Conversations
are frank, and the agency suggests ideas that quickly get to
the heart of what the brand is about. “They know how far
they can push,” says Cardin.
A video showing fitness trackers on Organic Valley’s
cows to count the steps they take in pastures also calls out
dairy conglomerates for their slick packaging showing
smiling cows even if they don’t get to roam, delivering the
brand’s message with a wink. “They don’t want to be like
any other agency,” says Cardin. “They do things their own
way and have developed their own process.”
Doing only work it feels good about doing has attracted more of the brands Humanaut wants to work with.
Last year was Humanaut’s biggest year of growth, with
new business from repeat clients, referrals and brands
who reached out after seeing its work. It projected $6
million in revenue in 2019. “The upside is that we haven’t
really been forced to choose between making money and
doing good,” says Clark.
When it comes to bigger corporations, Humanaut
enjoys working on the pieces of their portfolios trying to
do business differently. Heartland Food Products Group’s
Splenda turned to Humanaut to promote its natural sweetener from the stevia plant. Knowing many people don’t
know stevia is a plant, a campaign for Splenda Stevia shot
in-house centered around touting stevia as the sweetest
thing you can grow. It showed people saying they’d grow
their own, including a guy bringing a baggie of the stuff to
a restaurant. “That’s a great project for Humanaut,” says
Littlejohn. “We’re going to help you get to the other side.”
At the time of this writing, the small shop had 26
full-time employees with plans to hit 30. Humanaut has
only done layoffs once to date, after growing faster than
it should have in its second year, Littlejohn recalls. Since
then, it has taken a slow and steady approach and hires
only when necessary.
So far, the agency has not had to pitch much. Still, Clark
says, in order to grow, Humanaut will have to do more outreach. Littlejohn says the agency has already been through
three business models, and is likely to develop a fourth
based on how it navigates through the COVID-19 crisis.
In a way, Humanaut feels ready to weather the pandemic,
“because we’ve been in adaptation and change mode for
so long,” says Clark. “Clients just need adaptable partners
who can enter into that uncertainty with them.”
The tiny but mighty team from Humanaut (pictured below) helped the
small agency post its biggest year of growth, with new work from repeat
clients, referrals and assignments from brands that reached out after
seeing its work. The agency projected $6 million in revenue last year and
says it hasn’t been forced to decide between making money and doing good.
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Agency of
the Decade

Droga5

By Ann-Christine Diaz
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Droga5 Co-Founder and Chairman
David Droga has never been shy
about his ambition—to rock advertising while pushing it forward
and to do work that matters to the
world. He’s also unapologetically
immodest about his determination
to always be the best. “At a bare
minimum, anything we put out
there has to be the strongest in the
category,” he says. “But we always
try to do things that make our
industry broader and wider.”
That thinking has led to big creative ideas, big business wins and
eyebrow-raising deals, and it’s hard
to imagine what the texture of advertising today would look like had
Droga5 never opened its doors in
2006. Since then, as it shifted from
audacious startup to an established
big shop, the agency has opened
up the industry’s playing field,
challenged its mandate and overall
made it more intriguing. And for
that, we name Droga5 our agency of
the decade.
Take the Super Bowl. The agency thumbed its nose at Big Game
convention many times over. In
2015 for client Newcastle, it stuffed
37 brands into one spot for the
“Band of Brands” push. In 2018, it
rallied a cast of Aussie mega-celebs
for a movie marketing spectacle
that turned out to be an Australian
Tourism campaign. Then 2019 saw
arguably the most entertaining surprise of them all, when a “Game of
Thrones” dragon torched the Bud Knight in an unexpected
HBO and Bud Light brand tie-up.
There were groundbreaking, genre-spanning efforts for
tech brands, including the Cannes Lions Grand Prixwinning pushes “Decode Jay Z” for Microsoft Bing and
“Did You Mean Mailchimp?” for the marketing services
company. Its campaigns for Under Armour were artful
and inventive, as seen in the “Rule Yourself” campaign,
which captured the intensity of Olympic champion Michael
Phelps, and “I Will What I Want,” which defied social
media critics to show another side of supermodel Gisele
Bündchen. The agency brought depth to stodgy categories
in its work for Chase and Prudential, and it made one of the
decade’s most talked-about food moves with its goofy reinvention of IHOP into IHOb. Its truth-centered work for The
New York Times powerfully explains why good journalism
is worth paying for.
The agency also saw its business grow consistently. Droga5’s 2016 revenue jumped 62 percent from 2015, after at
least a 31 percent revenue growth every year since its founding. It only saw a decline for the first time in 2018, after its
most difficult year that also saw the surprising departure of
its long-time Chief Creative Officer Ted Royer under murky
circumstances. (Now that Droga5 is part of Accenture Interactive, it no longer releases revenue figures.)
“We were an upstart in New York City that rocked the
boat from day one,” Droga says. That’s been evident not
just in the shop’s work, but its business moves. In 2013,
Droga5 entered a industry-defying partnership with WME
that gave the Hollywood giant a 49 percent stake in the
agency. Then last year came one of the decade’s biggest
advertising headlines, when Droga5 was acquired by Accenture Interactive.

“We’re ballsy enough to do deals that could bolster the
industry or blow it up,” Droga says. The big question then
was whether the agency’s gutsy spirit would flame out
under the weight of its massive new owner.
But the big ideas continued to thrive with campaigns
like HBO’s “For the Throne,” which included a scavenger
hunt that sent the show’s fans searching for Iron Thrones
around the globe. The New York Times campaign emerged
as the big hit of Cannes 2019.
“They can tell a story in an attention-grabbing way,
but they also want to make sure there’s a strategic underpinning to what we’re doing," says New York Times Chief
Marketing Officer David Rubin, who credits Droga5's work
for having a big impact on its business. By the time the
agency debuted its latest Oscars ad for the Times this year,
the paper had announced a record 5 million subscriptions,
having added 1 million net digital subscriptions in 2019.
Last year also saw a glimpse of what’s now possible
with the backing of Droga5’s new parent. “We now have
the opportunity to paint on whatever canvas we want to
help shape and grow clients’ business,” says Global Strategy Officer Jonny Bauer. The shop’s work for Harley-Davidson leveraged its creative know-how with Accenture
Interactive’s technological and data muscle and included
a brand overhaul and introspective films that focus on the
spiritually uplifting experience of the ride.
“David and his team have contributed a lot in terms
of helping brands establish what their purpose is," says
Accenture CEO Brian Whipple.
As the agency moves into its next phase, one thing will
remain the same. Says Global CEO Sarah Thompson, “Every ‘era’ has been good, but the thing that hasn’t changed
is our relentless desire to innovate in new ways.”
Ad Age April 20, 2020
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To all my
colleagues,
This is a moment of great personal reflection and
realization. I cannot think of another time where
we faced a crisis of such global magnitude. But
at the same time, I am in awe of the incredible
energy and spirit that have emerged. This goes
for our people, clients and industry.
So I want to take this moment to thank all my
Edelman colleagues. For your tireless and
courageous efforts to make a difference, for your
dedication to our clients, who are doing work
that leads with imagination and purpose — from
providing food to people in need, to protecting our
frontline workers, and finding a cure. And above
all, for supporting and inspiring each other.
I could not be more proud.

Richard Edelman
CEO
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Standouts

Anomaly
MDC Partners’ Anomaly reports that
its profit grew 40 percent in 2019 on
revenue of $192 million, with its margins growing from 19 percent to 24 percent. The agency did so by continuing
its long-running strategy of building
its own intellectual property and being
selective on what clients it takes; the
shop says it turned down 70 percent of
pitch invites last year.
The Dosist cannabis brand, which
Anomaly created and co-owns,
opened its first retail store last year in
Los Angeles. Anomaly’s L.A. office had
a stellar year onboarding new business from Facebook, Twitch and Uber
Eats. The shop in September plugged
Facebook’s Portal video calling service
with a new campaign starring the
Muppets. Anomaly also strengthened
its relationship with Diageo, regaining
the Johnnie Walker global creative
account from 72andSunny.
But this year has proven no one

is immune from the economic fallout
from the coronavirus; in mid-March,
Anomaly laid off 22 employees, with
most execs taking a 10 percent pay cut.

—E.J. Schultz
FCB
How does an agency like FCB top the
Whopper Detour? The jury is still out.
The Interpublic Group shop landed
on the A-List last year partly on the
strength of that monumental troll:
Burger King fans were encouraged to
open the chain’s app at one of 14,000
geofenced McDonald’s nationwide to
score a Whopper for a mere penny. The
campaign, which ran for nine days in
December 2018—making it ineligible
for this year’s awards consideration—
was one of the biggest winners at
Cannes in 2019. The campaign reached
more than 3 billion impressions globally. (And here’s one more!)
Despite not outdoing that epic
stunt, FCB did have a standout 2019.

The shop designed limited-edition
Bud Light bottles to celebrate Pride
month. AB InBev, along with Clorox
and Cox, are the agency’s biggest
clients. For Dockers, the agency
launched “Ready For It,” a new installment of its partnership with Levi’s
“Always On” global platform.
FCB also introduced “The Gun Violence History Book.” A tragic symbol
and educational tool, the book was
assembled from articles, facts and data
that underscores how history repeats
itself. The book turned out to be so
thick, it did what we as a society have
so far been unable to do: Stop a bullet.

—Brian Braiker
Fig
Fig picked up some big brand name
clients in 2019, including Spotify,
Ketel One Vodka and Kayak. It won
nine of the 11 clients it pitched, and
saw revenue climb by 25 percent yearover-year, from $18.5 million in 2018

Top row: ICF Next’s Lisa Frank Flat
for Hotels.com; FIG’s partners; the
Terri & Sandy crew, with founders
in the near-center. Bottom row:
FCB’s agency “portrait” composed
of some big ideas; Anomaly’s
Facebook Portal work starring
the Muppets; GUT’s Tim Hortons
campaign with Wayne Gretzky;
and Mother’s agency “portrait.”
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to $23 million in 2019.
Creatively, Fig’s highlights
include promoting Spotify’s Canvas
facility by opening a record store in
downtown Austin, Texas; revitalizing Ketel One with a simple linedrawn style and vibe that’s different
for the category, and reminding filmmakers of Vimeo’s creative tools with
a series of humorous films taglined
“Vimeo can help.”
Meanwhile, for new fitness equipment client Bowflex, Fig’s “Stronger
Every Day” campaign won the approval of social media users by celebrating
people working out in a realistic,
non-idealized way—eating a burger
afterward, for instance. After the
notorious holiday commercial from
rival Peloton, people tagged Peloton
with the Bowflex ad, saying “That’s
how you make a fitness commercial.”

—Alexandra Jardine

GUT
Within the space of a year, GUT
exploded from a two-person operation to a dual-location agency with
90 employees. The shop landed an
agency-of-record assignment for Kraft
Heinz’s Philadelphia Cream Cheese and
notched wins for Tim Hortons and AB
InBev, doing assignments for Natural
Light and becoming agency-of-record
for a new brew called Patagonia.
But it might well be two highprofile campaigns for Popeyes that put
GUT on the map. When the chain was
able to restock its chicken sandwich after continually selling out, GUT created
a film of an employee putting an “Open
Sunday” sticker (tweaking rival Chickfil-A) on a road sign and ran a newspaper ad headlined “I’m back” heralding
the sandwich’s return. We’ll let GUT
tell the rest: “With the right date, one
sticker, two words, and a tweet (and a
production budget under $50,000), we
garnered more than 8 billion impres-

sions,” says GUT in its A-List entry,
amounting to more than $86 million in
earned media. “Traffic at Popeyes
grew more than 300 percent on Sun—Judann Pollack
day, Nov. 3.”

brand enlisted Martha Stewart to promote delivery service Postmates in a
humorous campaign that riffed on her
world of culinary perfection for a new
generation. 
—Alexandra Jardine

ICF Next
ICF Next has evolved from its beginnings as the Inner City Fund, founded
in 1969 to fund minority-owned businesses, into a go-to shop for brand
storytelling, loyalty, technology
and public relations. From 16 offices
across North America, Europe and
Asia, the shop works with clients including the U.S. Department of Health
& Human Services, Amtrak and Hyatt
Hotels Corp.
After uniting its disparate teams together under the ICF Next name, it has
won assignments for clients including
Lloyd’s Banking Group, DanoneWave,
Allegiant Airlines, Avanir Pharmaceuticals, the U.S. Department of Transportation, London Heathrow Airport
and the European Patent Organization.
It relaunched Hilton’s loyalty program
and overhauled the Healthy Awards
program for Vitamin Shoppe. When
DDB brought Skittles to Broadway with
a musical on Super Bowl Sunday, it
was ICF Next fueling coverage. And it
says consumption of Skittles rose 5.6
percent during the campaign.
The agency boosted interest in Hotels.com by offering a stay in a colorful
Lisa Frank-themed hotel room in Los
Angeles that sold out in minutes and
generated more than 2.1 billion earned
media impressions. ICF’s campaign
telling stories of people affected by prescription opioids, with a site featuring
resources for treatment and recovery,
was adopted by 27 states and the Dis—Jessica Wohl
trict of Columbia. 

Terri & Sandy
It’s not many small agencies that
would take on a creative powerhouse
like Droga5 in Cannes, its own figurative backyard. But when Droga5 was
acquired by Accenture Interactive,
Terri & Sandy erected a billboard near
the Palais that said #freedroga, with
the “O” rendered as a handcuff. It also
started a GoFundMe page seeking $475
million for Droga to buy itself back.
Cheeky? Yes, but so is Terri &
Sandy, which has managed to keep
long-term relationships with clients
such as Freshpet, Disney Princess and
Phonek in an industry where clients
are shifting shops at stomachchurning speed. The agency last year
was the second-most awarded in the
Independent Agency Index at the
North American Effie Awards. Terri
& Stanley says it increased revenue
22 percent in 2019, it says, despite
passing on pitching nearly two dozen
projects. Its win rate for the clients it
did pitch was 100 percent, according
to Terri & Sandy, which brought in
clients including Nutella, Culturelle,
Gold Bond Skin Care and Hormel’s
Applegate brand, which collectively
reaped $5.5 million in new revenue for
the shop. 
—Judann Pollack

Mother
Mother’s offices in New York and Los
Angeles are beginning to give even its
U.K. mothership a run for its money.
Last year saw record-breaking growth
of 32 percent for the 17-year-old U.S.
agency, putting it on track in 2020 to
double in size in four years. Mother’s
performance was boosted by 13 new
clients including TripAdvisor, Sonic,
Wrangler and Instagram. It also grew
its existing business with some major
new additions, including Target’s
much-coveted holiday advertising.
Creative highlights have included
a playful Super Bowl spot for Stella
Artois starring Sarah Jessica Parker
and Jeff Bridges as Carrie Bradshaw
and Jeff “The Dude” Lebowski, respectively, changing up their trademark
cinematic drinks. A bold campaign for
Wrangler partnered with Lil Nas X,
the hit artist of the summer, that
referenced his controversial mashup
of country music and rap, led to a 50
percent increase in sales. And the
Important to Important People
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Work & Co
Work & Co keeps getting the job done,
piling 27 percent growth to reach $78
million in revenue in 2019 on top of 26
percent growth the prior year.
Behind that were 13 net new
clients including Ikea, Airbnb, H&R
Block, Imax, the MTA and a return engagement from Nike after a two-year
hiatus. Prior project work for Apple,
Gatorade, T-Mobile and Mailchimp
grew into ongoing assignments.
Last year’s acquisition of Tendigi helped add mobile development
capabilities, which Work & Co used to
create Gatorade’s first mobile app.
The diversity of Work’s work is
impressive, including the Roo artificial intelligence sex-education tool for
Planned Parenthood, which generated
3.3. million conversations.
For direct-to-consumer insurance
startup Hippo, Work & Co created the
online user experience and took an
equity stake in Hippo, which reached a
$1 billion valuation last year.
For Fortnite developer Epic
Games, Work & Co created the first
digital storefront to expose players to
new games in a “fair trade” market to
lure game developers, attracting 85
million customers in four months.
 —Jack Neff
19
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Agencies
to Watch

Badger & Winters
It might have been easy for Badger &
Winters to fizzle after the campaign
that put it on the map: #WomenNot
Objects called out the industry for
failing to respectfully portray women
in ad campaigns. Instead, the agency
has become the go-to shop for brands
that want to build and maintain relationships with women.
The 45-person agency was projecting up to $20 million in revenue in 2019,
bringing on clients including Citigroup,
Le Pain Quotidien, additional Pepsico
assignments, Intuit, QVC, Beautyrest
and the National Hotline for Domestic
Violence. The shop also expanded its
remit for Procter & Gamble’s Olay with
a literal moonshot, notching a Super
Bowl ad earlier this year that featured
female astronauts.
While Badger & Winters lost the
JCPenney account in 2019, it maintained relationships with Serta Simmons Bedding, Dick’s Sporting Goods,
Intuit, Citigroup, MetLife and Pepsico.
And the shop has not strayed from its
activist roots. Badger & Winters staged
a well-publicized street guerrilla campaign with life-size models of “kids”
in cages to protest the U.S. keeping
families apart at the Mexican border.

—Judann Pollack
Cashmere
Cashmere has always been an agency
that operates beyond the bounds of
the “multicultural” label. In 2019, revenue doubled, surging on the strength
of work with brands including Google,
BMW and Jack in the Box, as well as
entertainment clients like Amazon,
Universal, HBO, BET and Netflix.
A Grammys spot for Google’s Pixel
smartphone pitted Childish Gambino in a dance-off against his own
Playmoji avatar. Two other Pixel spots
enlisted “This Is America” choreographer Sherrie Silver to take the avatar
to streets around the world. An experiential campaign brought fast-food
chain Jack in the Box to the Life is
20
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Beautiful Festival with food-inspired
playground equipment like taco seesaws and bacon slides. A spot after
the Super Bowl turned the postgame
hangover into “Super Jack’d Monday,”
and Latinx influencer LeLe Pons became the first multicultural talent to
headline one of the brand’s ads.
Cashmere identified a younger,
more diverse audience for BMW
that had been missed by the brand’s
traditional income-based targeting.
It also created a library of 2,000 images featuring people of color to help
dealerships speak to this aspirational
customer base.  —I-Hsien Sherwood
Edelman
Edelman made waves in 2019—in the
case of the Taco Bell Hotel & Resort,
a full-scale experiential marketing
stunt that included a pool, quite
literally. Stunts like the fast-food
chain’s Palm Springs pop-up hotel, a
snarky video for eBay that poked fun
at Amazon Prime Day through the lens
of a teenager named Alexa, and the
introduction of Zombie Skittles at Halloween all helped the Chicago-based
agency earn marketing acclaim beyond its public relations roots.
Last year, the 68-year-old, privately
-owned company, which has a staffwide headcount exceeding 5,600
employees, generated global revenue of
$889.7 million, a slight 1 percent decline
over 2018. Edelman also took on more
serious issues including paid paternity
leave. The agency worked with Dove
and Reddit co-founder Alexis Ohanian
to build awareness of the issue among
both consumers and the federal government. It also evolved its 19-year-old
Edelman Trust Barometer to include
new offerings, such as the Edelman
Trust Management toolkit. The ETM
uses data science to create a trust score
—Adrianne Pasquarelli
for brands. 
The Martin Agency
The Martin Agency has continued to
steadily rebuild under the leadership

of CEO Kristen Cavallo and Chief
Creative Officer Karen Costello, who
stepped into their posts in 2017 following the shop’s #MeToo scandal. In
2019 the agency saw nearly 10 percent
revenue growth, and its pitch-win
rate exceeded 80 percent—a notable
leap given that number was less than
20 percent just two years ago, according to the agency. That’s an equivalent of $28 million in new revenue
growth, with account wins including
CarMax, DoorDash, UPS and Twisted
Tea as well as the expansion to digital
and international responsibilities for
Buffalo Wild Wings, for which Martin
became creative AOR in 2018.
The shop continued to deliver a
steady stream of laughs for Geico, and
its “Best of Geico” push revived 10
popular old ads. Its March Madness
campaign for Buffalo Wild Wings
included the creation of a “jewel
stool” for basketball fans who scheduled their vasectomies so they could
recover during tournament time; a
brand campaign for CarMax gave
“soul” to the used car dealer; and
spots for DoorDash celebrated the diverse flavors that make up American
—Ann-Christine Diaz
cuisine. 

Mojo Supermarket
Newbie Mojo Supermarket has
managed to raise eyebrows across the
industry with its big wins and clever
maneuvering. At the beginning of
2018, Founder and Creative Director
Mohamed Said was among the army
of creative talent at Droga5. By year’s
end, he had formed his own shop.
Now, with a Cannes Lion, a Clio
and other accolades under its belt,
Mojo Supermarket is well on its way.
After winning work from Adidas,
Casper and the Bowery Mission, the
group managed to grab attention by
purchasing all the remaining computers at shuttered hotshop Barton
F. Graf to “keep the spirit alive” in its
own quickly expanding office.
It’s a long way from the day Said
says he was asked to be removed from
a client’s account because of his race.
Today he’s running an agency with
more immigrants than not on the payroll, and half of his staff is female.
After successfully producing AR
Drops for Adidas—the campaign got
60 million people to try on shoes that
didn’t even exist yet—the shop is moving up to lead creative for the global
2021 Adidas Running campaign.

—Erik Basil Spooner
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Left, Cashmere agency management;
below, VIA Agency’s “Plaquelighting”
campaign for Arm & Hammer; right,
Mojo Supermarket’s leadership.
Bottom row, from left: the VMLY&R
team; The Martin Agency’s “Every
Flavor Welcome” campaign for
DoorDash; Badger & Winters’ work
for Olay Regeneris; VaynerMedia’s
“Dwyane Wade’s Last Swap”
campaign for Budweiser; Edelman’s
senior leadership team.



VaynerMedia
Many agencies are focused on finding
that one “big idea” that can power a
brand through many months across
multiple platforms. Not VaynerMedia.
The 11-year-old shop fires many ideas
into the market, watches what works,
and then leans in.
The hyperactive approach
matches the personality of founder Gary Vaynerchuk, the agency’s
always-talking, always-tweeting,
always-hustling CEO and founder. Love
him or hate him, his approach is working, at least when judged by client wins
and revenue gains. The agency took in
$150 million last year, up 15 percent
from 2018, according to its estimates.
The agency says its speed comes
from its approach of handling everything in-house, including creative,
media and production. Kraft Heinz,
Lyft, Olay, Calvin Klein and Speedo are
among the marketers that joined the
shop’s roster last year.
Vayner, which in the past has
been criticized for a lack of polished
creative, also made gains last year on
that front, winning four Lions, the first
time it’s been recognized at Cannes.
That included a silver for its widely
praised “Dwyane Wade’s Last Swap”
Important to Important People
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for Budweiser, which paid tribute to
the retiring hoops star by playing off
Wade’s habit of swapping jerseys with
opposing players. This time those doing
the swapping were people Wade has
touched, including a woman he took
shopping after she lost all her posses—E.J. Schultz
sions in a house fire.
The VIA Agency
April 2019 brought with it an almost
unspeakable tragedy to the VIA Agency family. Greg Smith, the longtime
chief creative officer at the Portland,
Maine, indie shop, committed suicide
at the age of 52, sending shock waves
through the 120-person agency.
“If ever there was a year that tested
the strength of The VIA Agency, it was
2019,” VIA wrote in its A-List submission form. With an exceptional culture
and robust morale already in place,
VIA was able to fight through the loss,
in part by relying on initiatives already
in place designed to inspire employees,
promote diversity and inclusion, and
create the ability for its people to give
back. Through its ensuing work, VIA
would pick up a gold medal at the Ad
Age Small Agency Awards.
And its clients prospered, too. Arm
& Hammer saw total revenue grow

by 6 percent, more than twice the
weighted category average. For them,
VIA created an experiment featuring
real-life dental students (a group that
is hardly cavalier about their oral
hygiene), which illuminated hidden
plaque with a luminescent dye under
blacklight. Then they showed the
aspiring dentists the difference when
they brush with Arm & Hammer and
captured their reactions.
For clothing brand L.L.Bean, VIA
leaned into its “Be an Outsider” campaign: VIA designed branded hopscotch courts for L.L.Bean out of ink
that is visible only when wet with the
tag “Rain Rain, Go and Play”—then
they waited for the weather to change
to reveal the creative.
And when it rained, it poured:
L.L.Bean broke all records in its
100-plus-year history during the holiday season and sold out of every product VIA featured in its advertising.

—Brian Braiker
VMLY&R
In its first year operating as VMLY&R,
the agency proved it can thrive as a
digitally savvy creative player and
showed early signs of being a formidable force in the industry—all while

merging two $500 million networks
(VML and Y&R) that span 82 offices
and six continents.
The shop secured $50 million in
new business in 2019, retained all of
its major clients and picked up significant accounts including Walgreens,
Google Pixel, Sherwin-Williams and
the Australian
Department of Defense

in only its first six months of going to
market as VMLY&R.
The strength of the agency globally
is credited with helping drive WPP to
report growth in its 2019 third quarter, the first time it did so in two years.
VMLY&R itself generated 3 percent
growth in 2019 in North America.
On the creative front, VMLY&R
continued to drive Wendy’s feisty
persona on social, even infiltrating
it into gaming platforms; it bought
a notoriously sexist Polish erotic
magazine just to put it out of business and have its last message be one
of female empowerment; it partnered
with soap operas in Brazil (where
1,388 sexual assaults occur daily,
on average) to raise awareness to
the Next Minute law, which ensures
free, immediate assistance for rape
victims at public hospitals. 

—Lindsay Rittenhouse
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Creativity
Agency
of the Year

TBWA\
Media Arts Lab

By Ann-Christine Diaz
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TBWA\Media Arts Lab’s global executive team using a familiar product. (Top row, l. to r.): Brent Anderson, global chief creative officer;
Katrien De Bauw, global president; Marianne Stefanowicz, chief communications officer. (Bottom row, l. to r.): Susan Lee, chief talent
officer; Dave Colón; chief operating officer; Brian O’Rourke, executive director of film and content production.

A massive billboard popped up seemingly out of
nowhere on the side of a hotel in Las Vegas ahead of
the annual Consumer Electronics Show in January
2019. “What happens on your iPhone, stays on your
iPhone,” it read, playing off the city’s famous slogan. Greeting conference-goers riding the tram, it
poked fun at the privacy issues faced by giants like
Google, Facebook and Amazon while playing up the
security of Apple’s devices.
Even though it didn’t exhibit at CES that year,
Apple was one of the event’s most talked-about
brands thanks to that ad, created out of its dedicated agency TBWA\Media Arts Lab. It was just one of
many eye-catching creative feats the agency pulled
off that year. There was the “Bounce” AirPods ad
that made it appear as if a man was springing across
city streets. And the ongoing “Behind the Mac” and
“Shot on iPhone” platforms, which seem to get only
more interesting and surprising over time. Another
outdoor campaign also appeared out of the blue,
covering retail locations and building walls with
colossal images of dancers in curious positions,
AirPods Pros clinging to their ears.
As the advertising landscape becomes increasingly packed with overcomplicated ideas and
quick-fire shots, TBWA\Media Arts Lab ruled with
its deceptively simple, culturally resonant ideas for
its sole client, making it the standout choice for our
2020 Creative Agency of the Year.
“Our philosophy is simply to really care about
what we make, and to care about what is best for
Apple,” says Global Chief Creative Officer Brent
Anderson, who stepped into the post in late 2016,
moving over from sibling shop TBWA\Chiat\Day,
Los Angeles.
“Care,” however, requires taking the hard road
to making ideas stand out. “We will often ask ourselves, ‘What is the audacious way to make this?’”
Anderson says. “We never want to be guilty of
laziness of rigor.”
The making of stories behind TBWA\MAL’s ads
for Apple are often as impressive as the work itself.
The “Bounce” spot, directed by Pulse Films’ Oscar
Hudson, could easily have been done with CG, yet it
was all captured practically in outdoor settings and
on a rebuilt cityscape set inside an airplane hangar—a decision that gave the spot a magical feel.
All the shots in the agency’s “Behind the Mac”
spots and print ads use found imagery—a testament to the agency’s researchers and producers.
The “Share Your Gifts” holiday spot, about a young
woman whose carefully guarded ideas acciden-

tally make it out into the world, was an ambitious
combination of computer-animated characters and
a completely handcrafted set.
Even the CES billboard was a masterwork of ingenuity and persistence, with a bit of serendipity
thrown in. According to Group Creative Director
JD Jurentkuff, the topic of privacy had been
in discussions for a while, and CES presented a
ripe opportunity.
But the team didn’t jump until colleagues at
Omnicom sibling and media agency OMD were able
to secure the side of a building that would be in
full view of attendees. And it ultimately faced off
against another oversize billboard from Google.
“It was a good example of the rigor, the craft,
looking under every rock and assessing every
opportunity,” Jurentkuff says. “We were either
going to show up in the best way possible, or we
wouldn’t show up at all,” adds OMD Global Strategy
Lead Mark Kirby.
Apple-dedicated colleagues from OMD sit within
the agency as part of the shop’s Media Arts philosophy, which mandates that all brand messages, from
packaging and product design to marketing, work
seamlessly together.
Following a stellar 2018, when the agency
jumped to the top as the most-decorated TBWA
shop in the network, 2019 was a transformative
year for MAL, both business-wise and culturally.
In 2019 it worked across more lines of Apple
business than ever since it rolled out from TBWA\
Chiat\Day in 2006 as a dedicated Apple shop.
The agency also made a concerted effort to ensure integration across all departments and refine
its talent to better address its client needs and be
prepared to “evolve” alongside the rapidly changing
world, says President Katrien DeBauw.
She says that required some hard decisions as
well, including the layoff of about 50 staffers in late
2019. “Making culture does not happen by accident.
It only happens when people collaborate and integrate their thinking,” DeBauw says.
Cross-departmental integration, however,
has been a widely espoused practice across the
industry for more than a decade, so it might seem
that MAL is just playing catch-up. But it’s the
results that matter.
Anderson says: “What good is integrating and
collaborating if the creative output is dreck? Our
standard across the globe is meaningful collaboration that actually translates into great work, time
and time again.”
Ad Age April 20, 2020
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R/GA has had a big beret to fill, as agency executives
put it, since Co-Founder Bob Greenberg stepped down
as CEO in late 2018. The legendary Greenberg remains
around as executive chairman, but such a big change at
the top could have derailed a lesser agency.
Not R/GA. The shop added $54 million in net new
business last year with a specific strategy to go after
“new economy” tech clients, which accounted for half
its haul. New agency-of-record clients for the Interpublic Group of Cos.’ agency include Google Play, Instagram
and Slack, along with project work for Airbnb and Uber
Autonomous Technology Group. New assignments also
came from more traditional clients including PepsiCo,
Universal Music Group, Mattel and Jim Beam.
The transition from Greenberg has been smooth,
says Global CEO Sean Lyons, because “working with Bob
so many years, I was prepared for this. The big issue for
us is to embrace change. Bob has been terrific as a mentor in helping us make this change. The biggest thing
for us has been moving from a more traditional team of
managers to a more collaborative way of management.”
The shift has largely been a change from trying to instill tech-company culture into more traditional marketers to simply doing more work for the tech companies
themselves. “What we found with the new-economy clients is that they came to us because we were a modern
brand,” says Lyons. “We work the way they work. We’re
built the way they work. We have a design and technology background. Our languages are the same.”
“We defined ourselves as the Special Forces for the
new economy, going after these clients in that way,”
says Tiffany Rolfe, U.S. chief creative officer of R/GA.
“We get how to build a brand when we experience the
brand. With Slack, we use Slack. We have a Slackbot. We
know when our ping-pong table in New York isn’t being
used based on Slack.”
Well, OK, an agency at the moment
doesn’t need Slack anymore to know
when its ping-pong table isn’t being
used, because it never is amid coronavirus lockdowns. But a culture of tech
connectedness enabled by Slack also
helped R/GA adapt to that reality.
Even before the current crisis, 30
percent of all R/GA work was happening across offices, Lyons says, “so most
of our teams are used to collaborative
work from a distance.”
R/GA played an important role for
another new tech client last year—Instagram—by developing a proprietary
system to serve huge volumes of 15second videos on the Stories platform.
It combines a digital asset management
system, content management system
and automated aftereffects. Within two
weeks, the system inspired a million
new users to create their first Instagram
Stories, which helps in the platform’s
competition with Snapchat.
R/GA also helped Nike chase its next
generation of customers by creating
Nike PLAYlist, a content series hosted
by 10-year-old Sky Brown, the world’s
youngest professional skateboarder.
While longer episodes run on YouTube, PLAYlist’s interaction happens
on TikTok through a segment called
“TheReplay,” where kids share tricks
and stunts. By late last year, PLAYlist
already had garnered 3.1 billion views
on TikTok and 1 million submissions for

challenges in Nike’s first activation on the platform, plus
6 million views of longer-form content on YouTube.
Relatively little of R/GA’s revenue comes from
conventional advertising. Approximately 40 percent of
revenue comes from product and service design; 15
percent from consulting; 5 percent from its ventures
and intellectual property unit, including licensing; and
40 percent from a range of communications services
that includes brand creative, data science, media
planning and buying.
The consulting piece focuses on innovation, and
isn’t like most other consultancies inside or outside the
agency holding company world, says Saneel Radia, exec
VP and chief innovation officer. “The first difference is
that we’re consultants who actually make things,” Radia
says. “We don’t sell by time. We sell by output.”
In other words, R/GA doesn’t do much organizational redesign—at least not of the cost-cutting variety—or
technology consulting. It’s mainly about product development, sometimes to create a tangible product at the
back end of another consultantcy’s work, Radia says.
For private hospital network AdventHealth, that
meant rethinking the patient experience. Radia says it
started by looking at patients requiring the most care,
the chronically ill. And it ended with Care Advocacy,
a program in which a single person serves as point of
contact with each patient to coordinate appointments
and care while offering advice, enabled by an artificialintelligence dashboard and a networking program. The
idea is to improve care while freeing up physicians’
time. “R/GA is a leader in creating meaningful innovation,” says Nicholas Archer, senior VP of consumer
innovation at AdventHealth. “Against a tide of chronic
health conditions and aging populations, we’ve built
the Care Advocacy program together to enable human
connections and build stronger relationships.”
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Mediahub’s hub
(from top l.): Sean
Corcoran, U.S.
president; Jade
Watts, executive
director; Michael
Piner, director,
video and datadriven investments.
(Second row
from l.): Carrie
Drinkwater,
director, integrated
investments; John
Moore, global
CEO; Laurel Boyd,
director, R &D Lab.
(Third row from
l.): Drew Watson,
executive business
lead; Lauri Bauer,
executive director;
Ed McElvain,
director of social,
search, and
programmatic.
(Bottom row from
l. ): Jackie Stasi,
executive director;
Jon Turner, director
of analytics

Mediahub

By Lindsay Rittenhouse
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When Mediahub won Ad Age’s Media Agency of the
Year for 2018, the Interpublic Group of Cos.’ shop had
picked up Dropbox, Bloomin’ Brands, New Balance and
Staples. The next month, it swept up the $200 million
Fox Sports and Fox Entertainment account.
Since then, Mediahub went on to see its best new
business performance in its 15-year history—winning 12
accounts alongside Fox, including Navy Federal Credit
Union, Pinterest, Twitch, Hawaiian Airlines, At Home,
Formula E, Fujifilm INSTAX and Pluto TV. The agency
ratcheted up revenue by 36 percent and its headcount
jumped to 500 people domestically and 800 globally.
The agency was so successful in 2019 that leadership
put in place a new-business moratorium from September through November, turning down several new
opportunities to focus on work for existing clients.
It was a tough call that led to impressive results. By
tapping into the creative chops it’s known for within the
media sphere, Mediahub enticed Gen Z to engage with New
Balance within Fortnite; got adult animation fans of Matt
Groening, creator of “The Simpsons” and “Futurama,”
pumped for his new Netflix medieval times-era fantastical
series, “Disenchantment”; and even tackled Major League
Baseball fans’ biggest complaint with the MLB.TV app
(that it runs a “commercial break in progress” static ad for
two minutes during live games) while promoting Outback
Steakhouse’s home delivery offering in the process.
“Success begets success is probably the easiest
way for us to explain it,” says Global CEO John Moore.
“We were coming off 2018, had a really good year, and
thought ‘How can we set ourselves up for an even better,
more successful 2019?’”
Part of setting Mediahub up for the long haul involved separating from MullenLowe and taking ownership of its own P&L, which it did quietly last year.
“The challenges for media agencies and the challenges for creative agencies are similar but different,”
Moore says. “We needed to be able to invest in the
things that make Mediahub the best media shop and not
invest in things that have nothing to do with being the
best media shop. We really just wanted to control our
own manifest destiny.”
So last October, Interpublic Group of Cos. agreed
to spin Mediahub off from MullenLowe—a recognition
by the holding company that the shop had reached
the scale and visibility of the other entities within its

portfolio. Moore moved from global president to global
CEO. Sean Corcoran, who has been with the company
since 2011, most recently as executive VP and director,
became U.S. president.
Mediahub was then able to solidify its mission as
“the media agency for challenger brands” through a few
key efforts. The shop challenged conventional ways of
conducting research through its insights-generating
tool, Scout. It challenged conventional ways of measuring effectiveness through efforts like basing the success
of an L.L. Bean ad buy across Disney last year on revenue increases for the client, not cost per impression.
The shop says in its entry that it challenges “cringeworthy” phrases like “data at the core” by empowering
real people to do real things through the development of
a tool that generates emotional value scores (called “EV
grades”) for every media investment it makes. “Mediahub is dedicated to understanding our brand and business goals,” says Larisa Johnson, senior director and
head of brand and influencer media at Twitch. “They’ve
been great partners in bringing real-time insights,
which is not easy to do when running brand campaigns
at a tech-driven company that expects immediate ROI.”
For Outback Steakhouse, Mediahub replaced slates
with steaks—aka that dreaded “commercial break in
progress” ad that MLB.TV app users detest—with an
image of a sizzling rib eye to promote its home delivery.
Conversation about Outback jumped 146 percent the
month the ad was live.
For New Balance, Mediahub enlisted popular gamer
Jack “Cizzorz” Cizek to help create a difficult racecourse
within Fortnite inspired by the Boston Marathon, the
hometown race of the athletic brand’s headquarters.
Winning times received cash, shoes, charitable donations and exclusive apparel from New Balance. The Fortnite stream received 35 million views (only 2.5 million
were guaranteed) while 1 million gamers attempted the
course themselves, creating a 6 percent engagement
rate that is more than six times brand benchmarks.
Moore says Mediahub has grown from about 85
people to 145 in its LA office; from about 75 to 80 in New
York to 130; and is now up to 65 staffers in its London
office. “The one thing Mediahub has is a certain amount
of grit and tenacity,” Moore says. “No one will outwork
us. Grit and tenacity are really important. Every one of
our leaders brings that to work every day.”
Ad Age April 20, 2020
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Its four original founders might have left the building, but London-based adam&eveDDB shows no signs
of losing momentum or the startup culture that has
propelled it to become Ad Age’s International Agency
of the Year.
It last won that accolade in 2017, but last year
adam&eveDDB evolved from hugely successful U.K.
shop to an international power player with big-name
clients on both sides of the Atlantic. Proof of this was its
appointment as sole global agency for Sony PlayStation,
fighting off competition from top U.S. agencies, including Wieden+Kennedy Portland and R/GA, in the pitch.
While Sony originally intended to create a roster for
PlayStation, on the strength of its pitch adam&eveDDB
was appointed sole global agency, delivering creative
work on all products, software and consoles. The agency
jumped straight in, making seven big films back to back,
and the work has been hugely effective: The brand has
said the campaign for streaming service Playstation
Now contributed to a 50 percent increase in subscribers
to reach 1 million customers in 30 days.
The agency’s revenue increased by 9 percent, from
$127 million last year to $136 million this year. In the
U.K. the shop won every pitch it entered, with big
gains including the U.K. accounts for Virgin Media and
Lucozade. Virgin has already run work with some of the
creative ideas straight from the pitch.
Meanwhile, the agency’s New York office, founded
in 2016, saw business expand rapidly, picking up work
from such prestigious clients as TikTok, Blackrock and
Jim Beam. The Big Apple staff now numbers close to 50
people, and creative highlights include the ad-in-an-adin-an-ad it created for Aviation Gin, Netflix and Samsung, featuring Ryan Reynolds.
Starting from scratch has been a reminder of the
agency’s entrepreneurial roots, says the management
team that has been in place since 2017—Joint CEOs
Tammy Einav and Matt Goff, Chief Strategy Officer Alex
Hesz and Chief Creative Officer Richard Brim. Despite
being 100 percent Omnicom-owned, adam&eveDDB has
fought hard to keep this spirit. It keeps itself “match fit”
by pitching, and taking an honest approach to new business, says Goff: “When we put people in front of clients,
they generally will work with them.”
With the departure of James Murphy and David
Golding at the end of 2018, the transition from the days

from the founders to the new team has been smooth.
This, they say, comes of having a natural chemistry
based on “having worked with each other for years.”
“We will always challenge each other, and I hope
that clients see that,” says Einav, while Hesz adds: “We
have the same library of experiences. And everyone
knows that they are here because they are good, so we
are allowed to disagree.”
The shop’s leaders point to a meritocratic agency
structure in which people are “not afraid to be called
out and challenged.” The culture is that “ideas can come
from anywhere,” but at the same time must be based
around creative effectiveness. “We have been militant
with ourselves: If the work becomes decoupled with
creative effectiveness, we are in trouble,” says Hesz.
Creatively, the agency prides itself on not having a
“house style.” Work this year has included developing
the hypnosis-themed “Marmite Mind control” immersive film, which targeted the “haters” of the Unilever
spread brand to try and convert them into loving it.
Marmite saw a 6 percent sales uplift year-over-year.
TV work included the agency’s first effort for PlayStation, an epic blockbuster in which hundreds of video
game characters descend from the sky to create havoc
on Earth, and another heartwarming Christmas ad for
John Lewis—this time featuring Edgar the excitable
dragon who can’t stop setting everything on fire. The
latter was the most-viewed U.K. Christmas ad last year.
But with the retailer struggling, the departure of the
chief client, customer director Craig Inglis, and a new
management team now in place there, there could well
be challenges ahead. The team says it will continue to
support John Lewis as it enters a new era.
For the future, says Goff, the agency is evolving
from a focus mainly on U.K. retail and consumer brands
to serving a new world of global, “community-based”
clients, such as Facebook or TikTok. And he believes the
challenge will be to create work that caters for a new
breed of consumers who are “buying in a different way.”
“Business has to change at scale,” Goff says. “We
have to change the way we behave, and that requires
brilliant communication.”
The team at adam&eveDDB has grown the agency from a successful
U.K. shop into an international power player. (From l. to r.): Alex Hesz,
group chief strategy officer; Mat Goff joint CEO; Tammy Einav, joint
CEO; and Richard Brim, chief creative officer.
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Heads of design: The team at COLLINS in New York and San Francisco.

Ask Brian Collins about design, and he’ll say it’s not
something his agency makes, but “what we make possible for others.” At COLLINS, where he is founder and
chief creative officer, that core philosophy has landed the
agency its second consecutive Design Agency of the Year
nod—that, along with some impressive business results.
Whether it’s the just-launched work for Equinox
Hotels, the brand refresh for gaming social network
Twitch, or the totally reimagined identity design for
ergonomic shoe brand Naturalizer, Collins says the
through line is using design to conjure possibility. And
clients are clamoring for that possibility: COLLINS increased new business by 40 percent and posted 12 percent
year-over-year revenue growth in 2019, with zero client
losses, despite a challenging year across the industry.
Take, for example, Twitch. As the leading live streaming network for gaming, Twitch had built a passionate
following and broad user base. But while the users and
the content they uploaded to the platform represented
a diverse group, the organization’s branding had not
effectively kept up. “Eight years into our existence, it felt
like the time was right to shake things up,” says Twitch
Global Executive Creative Director Byron Rex Phillipson.
“We knew that any future vision or creative expression
of our brand needed to walk the fine line of reflecting our
community and culture, while broadening the aperture
and opening our arms to new friends.”
“They had become the most successful live streaming
platform for gamers in the world,” says Collins, “but their
original brand idea was running out of road.” So COLLINS
worked with the company to create an identity system,
product design language, a tone of voice and brand architecture that could evolve with it. “They needed a clearer
strategy, a stronger voice and a new design system to
better reflect their expanding culture of inclusiveness,”
Collins says—and that meant embracing all that was special or weird about Twitch and making it stronger.
The agency began its work by using the platform’s
iconic purple as a base to build from. Designers added
structures like a custom typeface and graphic “emotes”
over that, along with a robust new color palette, allowing
the expanding user base to express itself in the visual
language of Twitch. This galvanized the brand in its
supporting role to the community of users, embedding
Twitch DNA in each member’s own personal hero story.

The result was an identity expression that was both
ownable by the organization yet infinitely adaptable for
users. “They just got it,” Phillipson says of COLLINS.
Collaborating with the brand’s internal team, he notes
the agency executed “a brand system that captures the
magic of Twitch, and sets up the brand to dynamically
evolve with our expanding community into the future.”
COLLINS is also turning its attention to helping
clients and even rivals engage with the broader design
field. COLLINS Ideas, which launched April 15, is an initiative the agency started laying the groundwork for in
2019 with the hire of Paul Jun, previously from Creative
Mornings, as editorial director. Jun began working with
the agency to create the unit dedicated to shaping and
strengthening the landscape designers work in.
For Collins and Jun, itʼs as much about instruction as
it is about sharing the philosophy and process the agency employs for its clients with the greater design world.
Jun explains that when someone visits a design
agency website, they may be taken with pretty pictures
of branded collateral, for example, but if one doesn’t
understand the thinking and work went into that
output, and what business results flowed from it, the
value for the client is pretty hard to decipher beyond
gut reactions.
“I admired the work,” says Jun, “but it never helped
me understand, ‘How can I learn from this?’”
COLLINS Ideas seeks to spur these learnings by
heightening the view of design in business and underlining its value in brand building. And it also sets out
to help designers become better at demonstrating that
value. “For us, this is critical thought: How do we build
strategy? How do we make work? We are adding that
extra layer for creative thinkers to make this more inviting, more meaningful,” Collins says.
“Design thinking has sadly turned into a selling tool
more than a critical practice or creative process,” he
says. In his view, that lip service undermines what design actually represents for clients—a worthy exercise
that helps shape outcomes for their clientsʼ customers.
“One question drives us: How do we build a great experience for a real customer?”
It all comes back to the agency’s basic philosophy:
How does design shape the future? COLLINS hopes to
help the entire industry answer that question.
Ad Age April 20, 2020
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When Google wants help with artificial intelligence or machine learning, it often turns to Essence. That not only flies
in the face of popular narratives in the marketing industry,
it also points to why the WPP Group media shop is Ad Age’s
Data and Analytics Agency of the Year.
For years, it’s been widely accepted that ad agencies
can’t compete for talent against tech titans like Google. And
in years past, under the regime of former WPP CEO Martin
Sorrell, Google was dubbed a “frenemy.”
But the reality is that Essence has been attracting and
retaining enough analytics talent that Google has been
using it to fine-tune the AI engines behind its ad offerings
for a decade. And as global digital media agency-of-record
for Google, including the past five years since its acquisition
by WPP and inclusion in GroupM, Essence has lived firmly
on the friend side of frenemy. Not only is Essence devoted
to making Google’s ad offerings work better, but it also gets
preferred and early access to Google tech in part so it can
spread the word and the capabilities to other clients.
It’s clearly not a bad position to be in. Essence revenue
rose 12 percent last year to $390 million as growth accelerated after big changes in 2018, the company said. That was
when the shop took on full-service media agency-of-record
duties for NBCUniversal, Target and T-Mobile, doubling in
size and integrating capabilities that previously had been
custom-built around Google’s needs.
Last year brought more accounts and challenges, including the departures of Global CEO Christian Juhl and Chief
Talent Officer Jennifer Remling to parent GroupM. Client
wins continued, as Essence became media agency-of-record
for L’Oréal in the U.K. and Ireland. Fifty-nine percent of its
revenue growth came from new clients, Essence says.
Although 80 percent of Essence’s revenue comes from
media—the rest is analytics, technology, licensing and creative services—data and analytics are its core. Essence was
founded in 2005 by two data scientists, and about 20 percent of the organization is composed of engineers and technologists. “It’s been in our DNA,” says Kyoko Matsushita,
global CEO. “From day one when I onboarded with Essence, I
had to learn about Google. That spans across 15 years.”
Today, for a wider array of clients, Matsushita says, “We’ve
used our expertise to work on ways in which all our clients
could identify more opportunities and unlock revenue growth.”

For NBCUniversal, that included last year developing the
campaign behind the launch of “Dirty John” on Bravo, a spinoff
of the successful Los Angeles Times podcast of the same name.
For that, Essence analyzed podcast listener data to identify
a “dark drama audience” that would respond to suspenseful
creative. The campaign helped “Dirty John” break records for
Bravo; the show became the No. 2 new scripted series on cable
in the 18-49 demo with 2.7 million viewers on average.
Target, because it runs a media business of its own,
Roundel, in many ways thinks like a media company too,
says Essence CEO-North America Jason Harrison. “Because
we work with other publishers—Google and NBCUniversal—
there’s some natural subject-matter alignment,” he says.
And for Google, Essence keeps feeding growth, which
creates knowledge that can be applied to other clients.
An example is Project Pegasus, in which Essence customized Google’s AI tools in ways that outperformed Google’s
algorithms to buy media more effectively. Pegasus involved
doing context-driven ad buys programatically, directing
hundreds of dynamic creative permutations to thousands of
articles on publisher websites.
In a campaign for Google Home, Pegasus delivered 260
unique contextual ads for 608 articles to prove that contextual targeting could be as effective as behavioral targeting
based on user data.
“This is likely to be the future of how we make decisions
based on behavior and signals of intent,” Harrison says,
because in the age of GDPR and other privacy safeguards, including Google Chrome’s own cookie-less future, “we won’t
have the indicators of who’s who.”
Pegasus’ programmatic contextual matching started as
a way of fine-tuning creative to content, Harrison says. But
increasingly it will drive media buys, too. “And I think the
broader marketplace will catch up to that,” he adds.
Being a Google agency has helped give Essence the tech
savvy needed to function across thousands of remote offices,
says Global Chief Operating Officer Steve Williams. As it
was, Essence was already a widely distributed organization. Matsushita is based in San Francisco and Harrison in
Minneapolis, while Williams and many other executives are
based in New York.
“Our 2,150 people are incredibly well-prepared,”
Williams says. “They work remotely a lot of the time.”
The essence
of Essence:
(Top row
from l.): Dave
Marsey; Kyoko
Matsushita; Rich
Mooney and Dan
Dobson-Smith.
(Second row
from l.) : Amanda
Schmidt; Tony
Santabarbara;
Pam Sullivan and
Jason Harrison.
(Third row from
l.): Damian
Blackden; Adam
Gerber; Steve
Williams and
Tim Irwin.
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The staff of The Community, the shop that created Verizon’s Oscars campaign, the first in the history of the broadcast to feature Spanish
dialogue without subtitles.

The best multicultural work outperforms that
for the general market, specifically because of the
often-overlooked perspectives it embraces. And in
the 20 years since its founding as a multicultural,
multinational shop, Miami-based The Community
has brought new perspectives to a category that’s
been tough to pin down. In 2019, the agency brought
groundbreaking work to wider audiences while still
delivering powerful, consistent messages that resonate with narrower segments of the population.
“The notion that something is not multicultural is
kind of crazy. Everything is multicultural, especially
in these eclectic, cosmopolitan cities where you have
all these cultures living together and influencing each
other,” says Chief Creative Officer Jose Molla, who
co-founded the agency with his brother Joaquin. “We
always say that ‘interesting’ happens when cultures
clash. This whole concept of multicultural as a silo or
separated from the mainstream is so obsolete.”
Even after five years of working with Verizon, The
Community grew the partnership by 37 percent and
is still the only agency that handles both multicultural and mass market work for the brand. Its work with
Mondelēz doubled in 2019, and the agency increased
the scope of its work with Samsung by 50 percent.
In all, The Community won 75 percent of its 2019
pitches, landing work for Procter & Gamble, Oikos and
UNICEF, contributing to the agency’s 13 percent revenue growth—its sixth consecutive year in double digits.
“As an agency, they live in a unique overlap of
multicultural and mainstream, developing work for
our brand that consistently and successfully blurs the
lines and reflects the changing face of America,” says
Andrew McKechnie, senior VP and chief creative officer
at Verizon. “The Community approaches the work in a
way that few agencies can—with creative disruption,
cultural nuance and deep human insights.”
The agency’s 2019 work for Verizon now feels prescient, focused as it was on engineers and emergency
responders, the kind of essential workers who keep
the nation’s infrastructure running, even during a
crisis. But the largest lift for the agency was Verizon’s
Oscars campaign, the first in the history of the broadcast to feature Spanish dialogue without subtitles.
An archaic rule in place at TV network ABC
originally prevented this from happening. At first
negotiations between the agency and network

management were tense, but backing from Verizon
Chief Marketing Officer Diego Scotti helped cement
an agreement. “Diego really believed that we should
make a stand for this, and he pushed for it and made
it happen,” says Chief Creative Officer and Co-founder Joaquin Molla. “I think his confidence in the idea
was the X-factor.”
The message viewers got was of Spanish not as a
foreign language that needed careful translation but
as a natural part of the lives of the people they saw
on the screen—and by extension, their own lives. For
its part, Verizon saw 4.75 percent growth in the U.S.
Hispanic market, and brand recall among millennials
in the general market hit 92 percent.
A campaign for California-based Bank of the
West helped the regional company stand out among
finance behemoths by pointing out the hidden ways
banks use their customers’ money. The bank pledged
not to invest in fossil fuels or tobacco to draw consumers who don’t want to support those industries.
“Brands that communicate authentically and in
a more purpose-driven way really resonate with the
world today. Do you want a bank that's investing in
Arctic drilling and fracking and all of those things?
You may not, and if you don't, we're the bank for
you,” The Community President Luis Montero says of
the campaign. “And it was a pretty incredible story to
see how much money they lost in the short term taking that bet. And then a month in, assets started skyrocketing and different entities were pushing their
money over to Bank of the West because they stood
for something.” The campaign drew $250 million in
large account deposits and lowered the median age of
the company’s customers from 42 to 39.
An out-of-home campaign for Hispanic Heritage
Month enlisted Latinx artists to use Samsung’s
Galaxy Note10+ and S Pen to create digital illustrations that racked up 20 million impressions in Times
Square, Penn Plaza and the World Trade Center.
Last year also saw a high-level hiring spree at
The Community, which now boasts a new managing
director in New York, an executive creative director
in San Francisco and a new head of people. A full 20
percent of the agency’s staff was promoted last year.
“The word ‘multicultural’ has become a bit like
the word ‘millennial’ was a couple years ago,”
Montero says. “It’s now what everybody wants.”
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The in-house team at Squarespace is not at all square. Pictured from (l. to r.): Ben Hughes, VP, brand design; Sandra Nam, director of creative
production; David Lee, chief creative officer; Megan Man, VP of product design; and Mathieu Zarbatany, creative director.

Squarespace is no stranger to celebrity-driven marketing
campaigns. In recent years, the brand, which sells software
for website creation, has teamed up with the likes of Keanu
Reeves, John Malkovich, Chance the Rapper and, more recently, Idris Elba. But unlike many other marketers that have
tapped high-profile agencies for big campaigns, Squarespace
creates the majority of its advertising wholly in-house.
“For a company that values creativity and has a maker
culture, I don’t know if we could do it any other way,” says
David Lee, chief creative officer of the New York-based
company. He says that in the “agency world,” a lot of time
is spent in boardrooms with presentations and decks,
but his company would rather spend such valuable hours
creating, producing and testing ideas in the real world.
In-housing gives the company—which has about 100 staffers who work on brand design, creative production and
content—the ability to be more agile, he adds. “Squarespace is a do-it-yourself platform—we try to enable
creatives and entrepreneurs to put their ideas out to the
world, so it makes perfect sense for us to have a DIY approach to how we do our creative work as well,” says Lee,
who joined Squarespace seven years ago after working at
agencies including TBWA and Wieden+Kennedy.
That approach has paved the way for the 17-year-old
company’s recent work, including a brand redesign, which
incorporated a kinetic-based logo emblematic of the
company’s Big Apple roots; a dreamy brand campaign with
Elba; and a clever art initiative with “Sesame Street” puppet
Oscar the Grouch. Part of Squarespace’s strategy involves
incorporating insight from some of its new product features
into the ads themselves—for example, a campaign might
highlight a new gallery feature or showcase a film product
offering that is a unique part of Squarespace’s platform.
That process goes both ways. Collaborating on marketing with customers like Reeves, who used Squarespace
to create a site for his motorcycle company, helps provide
takeaways for future product development.
In the first half of 2019, Squarespace worked with
Elba and director Spike Jonze on a campaign highlighting
the possibilities business owners can realize when they
use the platform. In one 60-second spot called “Dream
It,” Elba lip-syncs the words to “Que Sera, Sera” over
a child’s voice as the video shows career possibilities
including a boxer, puppeteer, designer and astronaut. A
lengthy video, showcasing Elba creating a Squarespace

site for his clothing line, accompanied the spot.
Lee says that Elba asked for his products to be displayed in a grid in a specific way—one that was not part
of the Squarespace site options. Lee’s team added the
grid for the commercial, and then made it a permanent
offering for users.
“We feel like good design isn’t just pretty wallpaper—it
actually means good business,” says Lee. “If someone as
iconic as Idris Elba can use our product, and a high-end
brand can use our platform as well—there’s something
empowering that a small business owner down the street
has access to the same thing for the same price.”
While Squarespace has become known for large-scale
Super Bowl ads with celebrities—this year, the company
tapped Winona Ryder for a humorous spot set in the town
of Winona—its smaller, quirkier projects have also helped
drive results and engagement. Through a partnership with
“Sesame Street,” Squarespace created a holiday campaign
with Oscar the Grouch that showcased the lovable green
grump as an artist creating coveted trash sculptures.
The campaign spawned a real-life art e-commerce site on
Squarespace that sold out within 24 hours.
“We’re using a product—our e-commerce features—to
not only tell a narrative, but also showcase a real-life example of how to use the platform,” says Lee. The long-form Oscar video accumulated more than 7 million YouTube views in
the first few weeks after launch and resulted in a more than 6
percent lift in brand awareness, according to Squarespace.
As part of Squarespace’s mission for consistency,
an initiative that played a role in the in-house studio’s
formation four years ago, the company rebranded its logo
and design system in late 2018, an effort that rolled out in
early 2019. The rebranding, done in part with DIA Studio,
integrated a bespoke typeface and moving logo emblematic of Squarespace’s interactive website features. It was
favorably received.
“I very much commend Squarespace for going in what
is a relatively drastic direction that aims to convey that
they are not your average platform, and that a commitment to design is a big part of what they offer,” wrote
Armin Vit, a design critic, on his blog Brand New. “A large
part of their audience, I assume, are still graphic designers
who don’t code and use Squarespace either for their own
websites or for their clients’ websites, and for that audience, this is perfect.”
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It was one of the most talked-about deals of the decade:
Last April, multibillion-dollar consultancy Accenture Interactive acquired Droga5, the agency that Ad Age had just
named the industry’s most creative.
Skeptics questioned the ability of homegrown shops
to thrive under the umbrella of large consultancies, while
others wondered about the “threat” that stereotypically
non-creative consultants posed to agency creatives.
A year later, Accenture Interactive CEO Brian Whipple
believes those questions can be put to rest with what he
calls a “final end to the tired conversation about agencies
versus consultancies, and technology versus creativity.”
Having helmed Accenture Interactive since its creation
10 years ago, Whipple makes it clear that the day-to-day operations of the company bear little resemblance to a traditional consultancy. “You’ll see guys soldering circuit boards
in a makeshop, and ideating about ad campaigns, and all
these e-commerce systems and personalized, programmatic
media”—and it is that environment in which newly acquired
Droga5 has thrived over the past 12 months, he says.
Whipple first worked with David Droga, the founder of
his namesake agency, five years ago on a large-scale pitch
for the U.S. Census. Although a deal was not in the cards
at the time, the two stayed in touch and developed an
increasingly cordial professional relationship.
“David is a very hands-on guy, and while he’s the leader
of Droga5, he is also a personal and creative driver of their
product,” says Whipple, acknowledging that some clients
who now retain Accenture Interactive’s services do so with
direct access to Droga in mind. “He’s what I’d call a magnet
for top talent, and top talent wants to work with top talent.”
Native Australian Droga founded Droga5 in the U.S.
in 2006, growing it from an independent hotshop to a
600-employee-strong agency with a high-profile track record and offices in New York and London. Prior to its acquisition, the adland heavyweight reported an annual profit of
$185 million for 2018 (slightly down from its peak in 2017)
while grabbing headlines for campaigns including IHOP’s
temporary rebranding to “IHOb” to promote burgers.
“[Accenture Interactive] has been so very respectful of
who we are and what we stand for,” says David Droga, adding that he’s welcomed the transition from being “fiercely
independent to fantastically interdependent.”
At the time of the deal’s announcement in April 2019,
an Accenture Interactive spokesperson confirmed Droga5

was the largest agency it had ever acquired when measured by price, revenue and headcount—suggesting its
previous record $283 million deal to take on Chicago-based
digital agency Acquity Group in 2013 had been outdone.
Droga said only that the actual price was “north” of Ad Age
Datacenter’s estimate of $475 million.
“Neither one of us had to do this,” Whipple says of the
acquisition, noting that Accenture Interactive and Droga5
were both registering healthy annual growth as separate
entities. “It was a long courtship,” he adds, but with a
shared vision of “doing bigger things at the intersection of
purpose and innovation,” Whipple and Droga forged ahead
with what they saw as a mutually beneficial partnership.
On one hand, Accenture Interactive, owned by Dublinbased Accenture, could strengthen its brand capabilities in
North America, which were somewhat lacking compared to
its U.K. footprint. On the other, Droga5 could bolster its digital content capacity via Accenture’s existing global network.
While the move to bring Droga5 into the fold dominated
industry conversations last year, the landmark deal is just
one of Whipple’s recent accomplishments.
In 2019, he led Accenture’s consulting behemoth through
a total of seven acquisitions—including Droga5, its largest—
scooping up Spanish agency Shackleton; social media outfit
Adaptly; and Latin American design firm INSITUM (recently
renamed Fjord), among others. And under Whipple’s leadership, last year also saw the fast-growing agency group build
out its roster with new clients including Infiniti, KimberlyClark, Nestlé and the Louvre Museum.
As Accenture Interactive CEO, Whipple oversees a company that reported more than $10 billion in annual revenue
recently and has been named the world’s largest digital
agency by Ad Age for four consecutive years.
Whipple has long advocated for the “Experience Agency” model that blends elements of a traditional business
consultancy, cutting-edge creative shop and technological
powerhouse, outspokenly leading Accenture Interactive
with that same emphasis on experiential creative.
Internet-age brands including Airbnb, Spotify and
Uber, for example, made a name for themselves and have
found success because of how people experience their
brands, not because of TV commercials, Whipple says.
“We have catapulted our growth based on this notion
that brands are built on reinventing experiences, and [we
put that philosophy] on the map.”
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Fernando Machado didn’t name his
first son Leo as a reminder of the
Cannes Lions he had won and his
seemingly insatiable appetite for
more awards. Still, Anselmo Ramos,
founder and chief creative officer of
Gut, jokes that Machado’s firstborn
was named after one of the industry’s
coveted awards.
“When I met him he was a very sad
client with only four Lions,” deadpans Ramos, who was approached by
Machado in 2012 during the Cannes
Festival of Creativity. “And now he has
160 Lions. How do I know he has 160
Lions? Because he told me, of course.”
Their first campaign together, when
Machado was at Unilever and Ramos
was at Ogilvy, was the Cannes Titanium Grand Prix-winning Dove Real
Beauty Sketches.
Burger King’s marketing has been
reborn since Machado joined in 2014,
with campaigns tackling everything
from rival McDonald’s to issues such
as bullying. The “Proud Whopper”
campaign in support of gay marriage
was hard to get approval for in 2014.
“He wouldn’t stop selling the idea
internally,” says Ramos. “He said ‘I
don’t care if I get fired.’”
Now, buy-in is easier on projects,
from 2019’s “Eat Like Andy” Super
Bowl buy (showing Andy Warhol
silently eating a Whopper) to 2020’s
Moldy Whopper, which featured
rotting images of the iconic sandwich
to promote the absence of artificial
preservatives. Compared to earlier
campaigns, Moldy Whopper “was a
piece of cake,” says Machado.
The 45-year-old Machado’s rise
from an engineering intern at Unilever into its marketing
ranks, followed by six years and counting at Burger King, has
been told numerous times, often by Machado as he wears
a Burger King uniform polo shirt on stage. “I haven’t been
wearing it so often because I don’t want my Popeyes and Tim
Hortons teams to get jealous,” says Machado.
Now, he’s outfitted by all three brands. Burger King parent
company Restaurant Brands International gave him additional oversight over Popeyes, where he brought in CMO Bruno
Cardinali in 2019 and helped spark the fried chicken sandwich
craze, driving Popeyes’ comparable sales up 12.1 percent last
year. Burger King’s comparable sales, meanwhile, rose a solid
3.4 percent on top of 2 percent growth in 2018. In early 2020,
Machado was also asked to oversee marketing at Restaurant
Brands’ other chain, Tim Hortons, which has been struggling
and saw sales fall last year. It’s the kind of turnaround story
he covets, boosting a brand that has lost its energy.
“He is able to see an idea before it is an idea,” says
MillerCoors Chief Marketing Officer Michelle St Jacques, who
worked for Machado at Unilever. “He is able to inspire agencies to bring their best work because they know he will fight
to make it happen. And then he is able to show the results
about why it makes good business sense. Which creates a
virtuous cycle of creativity that keeps growing and growing.”
In his first marketing role, Machado worked on Fofo, the
Brazilian equivalent of Snuggle fabric softener. He cut costs
and reinvested the savings into making a limited-edition bottle shaped like a teddy bear that led to record sales. A refresh
of the Vaseline brand led to his first Cannes Lion, in 2006.
Later, as global VP for Dove, he pulled out a black

Moleskine book over coffee with his boss, Steve Miles, and
they jotted down 10 “hardcore, ambitious targets” including winning more than one Grand Prix at Cannes, having a
campaign that went viral, and going from low single-digit
growth to double-digit growth. Each goal was achieved.
After four years on Dove, Machado left in search of a
brand that was “dusty and old.” He called Alex Macedo, then
president of Burger King North America, who he knew from
their INSEAD MBA program years before.
“Six years ago, it was not really like a marketing-driven
place,” Machado says of Burger King.
Machado sparked new energy with campaigns such as
December 2018’s “Whopper Detour,” which boosted usage
of its app by offering 1-cent Whoppers to users who ordered
while in or near a McDonald’s. The app, Burger King says,
was downloaded 1.5 million times in nine days.
Machado admits that he could have been better aligned
with others on certain projects and backed some efforts with
more media, rather than relying on earned views. Now that
the team has results to back up their ideas, they are easier to
pitch to franchisees, investors and other stakeholders.
“I can influence at a much bigger scale here,” he says,
noting that his direct reports include the head of sustainability, and he’s also involved in the work the company is
doing on diversity and inclusion.
Ramos says people call him saying they want to be like
Machado, and he explains it isn’t so simple. “He became
synonymous with brave client,” says Ramos. “You have to
do everything that he does. The guy is completely obsessed,
and it’s not easy to find that kind of obsession.”
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DDB Worldwide and global production shop Smuggler
ushered Skittles onto the Broadway stage on Super Bowl
Sunday 2019 for the industry’s ballsiest move of the
year, “Skittles Commercial: The Broadway Musical.” On
its own, the idea—for Skittles to debut a theatrical show
on advertising’s biggest day of the year—was a headline
in itself. Even more startling was the quality and craft
of the entire experience—from the talent lineup that included actor Michael C. Hall, to the deftly written book
from Will Eno and Nathaniel Lawlor, and the integrated
marketing that spanned spots, track releases, music videos, swag and a Playbill.
“Advertising ruins everything” was the premise of
the wonderfully weird, commercially un-commercial
trip featuring bewildering meta-jokes, catchy tunes and
spirited performances. Simply put, it was an excellent
show. But it was the last thing you’d expect to find on
the reel of a commercial production company.
“You do all these different things to get experience,”
says Smuggler Co-Founder Patrick Milling-Smith, who
has led the shop with fellow founder Brian Carmody
since opening in 2002. “You do Broadway shows, you
do films and you wonder where it will dovetail into your
core business. Our reason to exist is advertising. Skittles
felt like all the things we’ve been exploring and trying to
learn are coming together at a perfect time.”
Smuggler continued to knock out hits for the rest
of 2019—propelling the company to the top of our
Production Company A-List. Among those were Sandy
Hook Promise’s poignant safety message disguised as a
back-to-school ad directed by Henry-Alex Rubin; Apple’s
quirky comic-drama telling the faux development story
of its real invention—a round pizza box, via Mark Molloy; and laughs for Skittles that included the musical’s
spots and trailers from Randy Krallman as well as Björn
Rühmänn’s twisted Halloween ad about a witch tortured
by her boy prisoner. Guy Shelmerdine imagined an
alternate reality to the Cuban Missile Crisis in a comedic
blockbuster for mattress brand Simba.
The reel sung with lyricism as well. Adam Berg
made Budweiser's Big Game ad featuring a Dalmation
enjoying the breeze (and Bob Dylan’s “Blowin’ in the
Wind”), while Kathryn Bigelow imagined the 5G future
for AT&T’s “It Can Wait” campaign. Miles Jay delivered a quiet love story for Senseo and Delta’s uplifting
anthem about the unifying power of travel; and Jaron
Albertin transported Harley-Davidson to a thoughtful,
modern place with his poetic film “Breathe,” which
juxtaposed the cacophony of digital communication

with the escape of a motorcycle ride.
Such exquisitely crafted and entertaining productions have consistently garnered accolades for Smuggler, including multiple Emmy awards, Cannes Lions
Palmes D’or and four previous nods in the top spot of
this list. But in recent years, Smuggler’s founders say
things had started to go a bit stale. The work remained
good, yet the moxie that had always pushed the company to the creative forefront had receded, and “we had
one or two distracted years,” says Carmody. So in 2019,
the company went back to its roots, drilled down on the
work and talent and became inspired once again.
Skittles represented that return to form, an embodiment of Smuggler’s ambition, backed by the broad
expertise of its entire lineup, from directors to producers. “The first time we spoke about the Skittles project,
[Smuggler] told me if I could sell it, they could make
it,” said DDB Worldwide Global Chief Creative Officer
Ari Weiss. “Armed with that confidence, we went in and
sold the idea. Once sold, they stuck to their word.”
For a production shop, it’s not easy to predict
whether a risky project will succeed, but Smuggler has
reached far to prepare for the unpredictable challenges
of modern-day advertising. Milling-Smith and Carmody
had already proved themselves on stage with previous
productions including the Tony Award-winning theater
adaptation of “Once” as well as the stage production of
Robert Evans’ biography, “The Kid Stays in the Picture.”
They ventured into virtual reality, opening immersive
production company Here Be Dragons with filmmaker
Chris Milk in 2014, only to fold it four years later when
the VR market began to stall.
Smuggler's bedrock, however, has always been
talent. Since it opened, it has committed to nurturing
its directors from the ground up. Last year, the shop introduced a mentorship program that provided younger
talent with extra training on the set with experienced
vets. Their promise is already showing. Samantha Scaffidi delivered a quietly unsettling sexual assault tale for
RAINN, while actor Jonah Hill, off his feature “Mid90s,”
continued to prove his skills behind the camera on Vampire Weekend’s trippy “Sunflower” music video and a
documentary series about bullying on Instagram TV.
Smuggler closed 2019 as it began, on the stage. Its
founders wrapped a premiere of the stage adaptation of
the film “Sing Street” at the New York Theater Workshop. With its Broadway debut originally planned for
March at the Lyceum Theatre, it will hit the stage when
the theater district reopens.
A composite
portrait of some
members of the
Smuggler team.
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No. 2: Somesuch
Bold, expertly crafted moves that
dove straight into the heart of culture
propelled Somesuch to the No. 2 spot
on the 2020 Ad Age Production Company A-List. Kim Gehrig ruled with
high-profile statements such as the
artful collection of vagina metaphors
in Libresse’s “Viva La Vulva”; Nike’s
“Dream Crazier” confronted the treatment of women in sport; and Gillette’s
challenge to “toxic masculinity” that
sparked heated social debate. Gehrig
also brought punch to Apple’s debut of
the iPhone 11.
Daniel Wolfe helped Volkswagen
face its past emissions scandals headon in the brand’s poetic debut work
from Johannes Leonardo, “Hello Light.”
Set to Simon & Garfunkel’s “The Sound
of Silence,” the ad saw VW go back to
the drawing board to reinvent itself as a
truly eco-conscious brand.
Big laughs came courtesy of Steve
Rogers, who continued his comedic
antics for Droga5 London’s “Great
Shows Stay With You” campaign for

Amazon Prime in a co-production
with Revolver/Will O’Rourke that
depicted an office worker channeling
“The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel” to send
a conference crowd audience roaring.
Stuart McIntyre was behind the
rousing “We Ready” NFL anthem
from 72andSunny that kicked off
the league’s 100th season, while
Aoife McArdle encouraged female
soccer players to dream for Nike and
captured video game warriors in a
sci-fi-themed Playstation blockbuster.
Rising star Raine Allen-Miller also
helmed the frenetically fun “I Can Do
Anything” spot, which imagined the
never-ending possibilities of life with
Virgin Media’s ultra-fast broadband
and unlimited data.

—Ann-Christine Diaz
No. 3: MJZ
MJZ’s phalanx of A-Listers delivered hit after hit in 2019. Tom Kuntz
illustrated a menagerie of kitschy
tchotchkes taunting a family about
their inadequately appointed home in

Ikea’s “Silence the Critics” spot from
Mother London, one of the year’s most
expertly crafted comedic tales.
Spike Jonze teamed with Squarespace and its in-house team on a
ridiculously funny campaign that
revealed the comedic side of British
heartthrob Idris Elba, best known
for his morose, troubled roles. An
anthem film saw the “Luther” star
daydreaming while incongruously lip
syncing to a young girl’s rendition of
“Que Sera Sera,” while an accompanying documentary-style comedy saw
him facing off (unsuccessfully) with
comedian Lolly Adefope. Jonze also
helped audiences grasp the history
of marijuana in the U.S. in Med Men’s
sweeping filmic diorama,“The New
Normal,” via Mekanism.
Celebrated agency vet Juan Cabral
added another captivating film to his
behind-the-camera oeuvre with the
Wall Street Journal’s delightfully weird
brand campaign from The&Partnership that illustrated how the paper can
transport readers away from the din of

Top row, from left: “Nailed
It” for Reebok by Biscuit
Filmworks; “The Truth
Is Worth It” for The New
York Times by Furlined;
“Beginnings” for Nike by Stink.
Right: Idris Elba sings “Que
Sera Sera” for Squarespace
in a spot by MJZ’s Spike
Jonze. Bottom row: “Special
Delivery” for Bud Light by O
Positive, and “Viva La Vulva”
for Libresse by Somesuch’s
Kim Gehrig.
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a media landscape crowded with noise
and misinformation.
Rupert Sanders delivered a pair of
blockbusters—the acrobatic explosion of hues for Apple, “Color Flood,”
and Smirnoff’s first global campaign
in 25 years. “Infamous since 1864”
from 72ndSunny captured the brand’s
storied history and how it survived
smuggling and Prohibition to finally find a place in popular culture.
Sanders also contributed to BBDO’s
unsettling collection of tales for Sandy
Hook Promise with “Point of View,” a
jarring spot that depicted the runup to a school gun violence incident
through the eyes of an unexpected
protagonist: the shooter.

—Ann-Christine Diaz
No. 4: Furlined
As advertising trends toward staying
safe and budgets for production continue to shrink, Furlined Founder Diane
McArter says one question weighs on
the minds of her team: “Is there room
for artistry in the industry today?”

Judging from the company’s 2019 reel,
the answer is a resounding yes.
Such was strikingly apparent in the
work of directing duo team Martin +
Lindsay, known for their awardwinning documentaries “Undefeated”
and “LA92.” The pair helmed Droga5’s “The Truth Is Worth It” for The
New York Times, arguably one of the
decade’s best campaigns and the first
to earn both Film and Craft Grand Prix
at the Cannes Lions. Through careful
photography choices, deft editing and
thoughtful sound design, the spots suspensefully trace the treacherous paths
New York Times journalists take to
report out their stories, culminating in
the newspaper’s actual headlines.
The ever-imaginative Dougal Wilson gathered 7 Elvis impersonators
for a group crooning session in a delightful FaceTime ad that feels oddly
relevant in these pandemic times.
Wilson also delivered an especially entertaining addition to BBDO’s lineup
of AT&T’s genre-crossing “More for
Your Thing” campaign with his spot

that combined a Spaghetti Western
with kiddie-style animation.
Consumers’ imaginations ran
wild with how their purchases could
transform their lives in Speck and
Gordon’s comedic spots for Amazon U.K. The duo also wrangled big
celebrity talent for Pepsi’s Super Bowl
ad starring Steve Carrell and Cardi B,
via Goodby Silverstein & Partners. In
a darker vein, Kristoffer Borgli was
behind the lens to capture the not-sodeep thoughts of Twizzlers eaters in
twisted ads from Droga5.

—Ann-Christine Diaz
No. 5: O Positive
O Positive’s roster lived up to its
reputation for top-notch comedic fare
across a range of categories. The company served up one of the year’s most
memorable Super Bowl spots when
Spencer Riviera, with David Nutter,
helmed Bud Light’s HBO “Game of
Thrones” link-up “Joust,” in which
the Bud Knight meets his dark fate in
a GoT-style public execution, as part

of the collaborative “#FortheThrone”
effort from Droga5 and Wieden+Kennedy New York.
It was just one of several entertaining “Bud Knight” ads O Positive
produced for the brand. Jim Jenkins
also directed “Special Delivery,” which
ignited a Twitter war with rival brewers Miller Lite and Coors, as well as
another Big Game favorite, Hyundai’s
“The Elevator,” which featured Jason
Bateman as a witty elevator attendant. Jenkins also turned “Sesame
Street” character Oscar the Grouch
into a social media star in a digital ad
for Squarespace.
David Shane directed “House of
Cards” actor Michael Kelly in a hilarious campaign from TBWA/Chiat/Day
L.A. highlighting Supercuts’ love of
hair—with the humor stemming from
the fact that Kelly doesn’t have any.
Shane was also responsible for VW’s
“Movie Star Confidence” campaign
from adam&eveDDB, with wittily
directed spots including one about
a blindly confident attorney whose
client is clearly guilty.
Other highlights included Jun
Diaz’s work for Vital Farms out of
Preacher that features real farmers debunking the merits of “free
range” eggs. Meanwhile Jonathan
Klein directed a spot from one of the
most-awarded campaigns of the year,
Burger King’s “Whopper Detour,”
from FCB New York. He skillfully captured reactions at McDonald’s when
orders were placed for Whoppers,
before consumers followed the app’s
directions to nearby Burger Kings.

—Alexandra Jardine
No. 6: Stink
Stink’s directors demonstrated a
diverse range of work, from spectacularly crafted entertainment to
thought-provoking documentaries.
Traktor was behind Lego’s “Rebuild
the World” from BETC, one of the
most visually exciting spots of the
year. The romp blended CGI and live
action with fantastic characters,
animals and vehicles based on a Lego
toy made in exact proportion to its
equivalent Lego brick.
Another visual spectacular from
Traktor was Argos’ Christmas “Book
of Dreams.” Via The&Partnership, the
spot delivered ‘’80s nostalgia for the
U.K. retailer, transforming an ordinary
kitchen into a full-blown rock concert
venue featuring catalog items like
washing machines, a giant teddy bear
and lit-up0420_ProdCoAList_UnifiedText refrigerators.
There was more serious fare, too:
P&G’s “The Look.” Anthony Mandler
teamed with Saturday Morning to
build upon the award-winning “The
Talk” and spark further reflection and
dialogue on racial bias and inequity
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around black men in America. Meanwhile, in Nike’s “Beginnings,” directed
by Arthur Jafa, LeBron James reflected on the deeper context of a common
origin story for athletes: “How they
emerged from poverty or tragedy
to beat the odds.” And in “Liberty
Fields,” an inspiring and uplifting film
for Guinness from AMV BBDO around
the Rugby World Cup, Eliot Rausch
and Mackenzie Sheppard documented
the story of pioneering female rugby
players in 1980s Tokyo.

—Alexandra Jardine
No. 7: Biscuit Filmworks
From celebrity-led zaniness to using
humor to highlight how women suffer
with menstruation, Biscuit Filmworks’ directors continued to prove
that comedic advertising can come in
many guises.
Andreas Nilsson helmed several
high-profile celebrity spots, including
Expensify’s Super Bowl ad “Expensify This” from the now-shuttered
JohnxHannes, which depicted rapper
2 Chainz itemizing his over-the-top
purchases, and Reebok’s trippy “Nails,”
in which Cardi B sports Reebok’s Club
C sneakers and unwieldy fingernails. 2
Chainz also appeared in Google Pixel’s
“Real Talk” campaign, alongside rising
star Awkwafina, directed with quickfire humor by Aaron Stoller.
Following a slew of spots showing a new side to masculinity, Steve
Rogers encouraged guys to “Never
Let a Friend Lose His Swagger” in
Old Spice’s funny campaign from
Wieden+Kennedy Portland, which
purports to uncover a male crisis as
it shows heroes saving friends from
things that keep them from enjoying
“guy time.”
And Rachel McDonald busted
feminine hygiene taboos for Thinx’s
“MENstruation” from BBDO New
York, a powerful spot that imagined
a world in which both sexes had periods. The film portrays scenarios including a man having to ask his friend
for a tampon, a young boy telling his
father he’s just got his first period, a
man leaking blood in bed and a locker
room scene where a guy has a tampon
string hanging out of his undies.

—Alexandra Jardine
No. 8: Hungry Man
Hungry Man continued its long-running campaigns with Geico and Verizon and delivered high-profile spots
that featured serious messages, told
with pathos and sensitivity. Bryan
Buckley directed Microsoft’s “We All
Win” Super Bowl ad, showing how
kids with physical disabilities were
using the brand’s Adaptive Controller
to game on an equal playing field with
their friends. Also in the Big Game,
Wayne McClammy’s “Not Everything
38
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Clockwise from top left:
“Quest #ForTheThrone” for
HBO’s “Game of Thrones” by
Tool of North America; “Swipe
Night” for Tindr by m ss ng p
eces. Bottom: “Bunker” for JIF
by Hungry Man.

Makes the Cut” for Amazon detailed
fanciful but problematic Alexaenabled devices like a hot tub and
a bark-to-order collar for Harrison
Ford’s dog. Both spots landed in the
top 5 on USA Today’s AdMeter.
Dave Laden’s “Sellouts” series for
Hulu showed the real reason that athletes partner with the brand. Buckley’s
heart-wrenching two-minute film for
March for Our Lives put a school child
in the role of teacher, explaining to an
audience of dumbstruck adults how
best to hide from and fight back against
a school shooter. On a lighter note, McClammy directed a fantastical spot for
Walmart, touting its curbside pickup
service with a cast of “Famous Cars”
like the Batmobile, KITT, the Mystery
Machine and a flying DeLorean. And
in McClammy’s “Bunker” for Jif, the
end of the world is a hellscape until the
heroine gets her favorite peanut butter.
—I-Hsien Sherwood
No. 9: m ss ng p eces
Once again, m ss ng p eces demonstrated its impressive range, from
traditional TV spots to interactive
games that reached beyond the typical
bounds of production companies. The
team worked with Baskin-Robbins
and Netflix to turn two ice cream
shops into Scoops Ahoy from “Strang-

er Things,” complete with uniforms
and a fully functional ice cream truck
built to look like a yacht. A collaboration with show writers resulted in 160
pages of additional storyline for an alternate reality scavenger hunt. When
season 3 dropped, 26 million people
binged the entire series on day one.
Karena Evans directed the fourpart “Swipe Night” interactive game
for Tinder. The choose-your-ownadventure tale branched into 2,000
potential storylines, and more than
1.5 million people played, matching
with others who chose similar ways
to survive the apocalypse. Director X
created the short film “Seven Mothers,” which recounts the childhood of
Pyer Moss designer Jean-Raymond
and the cadre of women who raised
him after his mother died when he
was seven. J.J. Adler brought Hotels.
com and Poo-Pourri together for an
uncomfortably relatable take on the
realities of a romantic getaway. And
Nick & Charles challenged “The Most
Negative People on the Internet” to
hate Vita Coco’s new flavor.
—I-Hsien Sherwood
No. 10: Tool of North America
Thanks to ambitious experiential
campaigns and work with some of the
most popular entertainment proper-

ties of the year, Tool of North America’s 2019 revenue jumped 20 percent,
including a 200 percent increase in its
experiential gross revenue.
A slew of projects for Amazon
Prime brought fan favorites to life. Season 2 of “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
debuted alongside the Carnegie Deli,
a New York staple before it shuttered.
The menu and décor were thrown back
to the 1950s, and locals lined up around
the block to get sandwiches named for
characters. In the spring, the deli came
back as a food truck for the upfronts.
Tool also created a 60,000-squarefoot interactive arena at San Diego
Comic-Con to promote three Amazon
series: hard-sci “The Expanse,” dark
superhero story “The Boys” and Victorian fantasy “Carnival Row.”
Aramique Krauthamer directed
“Quest #ForTheThrone,” a global
scavenger hunt for the most hardcore
fans of HBO’s “Game of Thrones.”
Iron Thrones hidden in six remote
locations around the world drew tens
of thousands of treasure hunters who
followed clues posted on social media.
A behind-the-scenes documentary
captured 24 hours of 360-degree
video at each throne location for use
in the hunt, and three couples got engaged on the thrones once they found
them.—I-Hsien Sherwood
Ad Age April 20, 2020
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Production Company Standouts
Anonymous Content
The industry lost a giant when
Anonymous Content founder Steve
Golin passed away in April 2019
from cancer. The producer is credited with celebrated films including
“Spotight,” “Eternal Sunshine of
the Spotless Mind” and “Being
John Malkovich;” successful TV
series “Mr. Robot” and “True Detective;” and groundbreaking campaigns such as BMW’s “The Hire”
and Nike’s “Write the Future.”
The shop lived up to its legacy
of creative excellence with more
standout stories. Tim Godsall delivered comedy fire on Wieden+Kennedy Amsterdam’s surreal Amstel
campaign—which turned actor Jeff
Bridges into a giant bridge—and
spots about a bank heist and party
gone awry at the hands of bumbling
dudes who could use “smoothness,”
courtesy of Snickers.

—Ann-Christine Diaz
Iconoclast
Iconoclast lived up to its moniker
by pushing the boundaries of filmic
storytelling. Highlights included
directing collective Megaforce’s
stunning, VFX-laden love story for
Lacoste about a couple who have
an apocalyptic breakup that tears
the world apart before they reunite.
Vania & Muggia shepherded the return of the Evian babies in BETC’s
ad that gave the tots a new, more
environmentally friendly purpose
as they frolicked to “Bare Necessities,” the classic tune from Disney’s
“The Jungle Book.”
Matthew Frost again didn’t
disappoint with his pitch-perfect
performance work for Vogue—this
time, in a film that uncovered Reese
Witherspoon’s little-known talent
for mind reading. Jonas Lindstroem captured Billie Eilish, Sean
Mendes and Chika in their Calvins
against stunning backdrops. 

—Ann-Christine Diaz
Nexus
At the beginning of the year, Google
tapped the company to take CES
attendees on a ride with a full-scale
theme park experience powered by
Google Assistant. Nexus oversaw all
the design and creative, and even
pre-built it as a VR simulation to
ensure each twist and turn felt right.
The company’s animation talents also conceived a masterpiece
in their delightful stop-motion extravaganza that explored Corona’s
place in Mexican history.
The shop was also on hand to help
Volkswagen and Johannes Leonardo bid farewell to the Beetle in the
poignant “The Last Mile.”

—Ann-Christine Diaz
Park Pictures
While Lance Acord’s “Dream
Crazy” spot for Nike from
Wieden+Kennedy featuring
Colin Kaepernick won plaudits
including a Cannes Grand Prix
and an Emmy, the director went
on to more blockbuster work.
He brought E.T. back to life for
Comcast and Goodby Silverstein
& Partners in a spot that reunited
Elliot (actor Henry Thomas) with
the alien nearly 40 years after the
beloved Spielberg film.
Spielberg also appeared in “The
Storytellers,” the launch film for
Apple TV+, co-directed by Chris
Wilcha and Emmanuel “Chivo”
Lubezki. It gave us a glimpse
of what it takes to get a story to

screen, through the eyes of some of
Hollywood’s biggest names.

—Alexandra Jardine
Partizan
Michel Gondry brought his talent for
the fantastical to Goodby’s superb
holiday spot for HP, which turned
the “12 Days of Christmas” song
into a little girl’s parable about how
much time we spend on our screens
over the holidays. The film encouraged families to “get real” and ditch
screens for “printable” activities.
Elsewhere, Emma Westenberg
was behind Michelob’s “The Pure
Experience” for the Super Bowl,
featuring Zoe Kravitz and combining ASMR with a love for beer.
Warren Fu celebrated Taco Bell’s
campaign to move “Taco Tuesdays”
to every night with a fun spot in
which taco-focused gangs—the
Hard Shells, the Soft Shells and
Los Locos—fight for supremacy in
denim and roller skates.
 —Alexandra Jardine
Prettybird
Prettybird directors served up distinctly out-of-the box fare. Calmatic was the talent behind the weirdly
wonderful music video for the hit
song of 2019, Lil Nas X’s “Old Town
Road.” The story catapults Lil Nas
X and Billy Ray Cyrus from a Western into a modern suburban scene
to appeal to hip-hop and country
fans of all ages.
In Nike and W+K’s moving
“Dream Further,” directed by
Francois Rousselet for the FIFA
women’s World Cup, a young player
gets a taste of what it could be like to
be a top female soccer star. The huge
production involved 16 athletes shot
across three countries, and proved
women’s soccer ads could compete
with men’s for scale and ambition.

—Alexandra Jardine
Pulse Films
One of the creative gems of Pulse’s
reel—and 2019’s advertising
altogether—was Apple’s gorgeous
“Bounce” film, conceived out of
TBWA\Media Arts Lab and directed
by Oscar Hudson. The spot is magic,
depicting a man springing across
city streets as if immune to gravity.
That it was captured entirely with
practical effects, all in-camera, gave
it an otherworldly feel.
The company also delivered
breathtaking performance work for
ITV in a pair of spots from Uncommon starring actors Roger Allam
and Brenda Blethyn portraying their
iconic roles as Detective Inspector
Fred Thursday and Detective Vera
Stanhope, respectively, breaking
the fourth wall to illustrate how the
broadcaster delivers “More Than
—Ann-Christine Diaz
TV.” 
Radical Media
Apple turned to Radical’s stellar
bench to tell a range of interesting
tales. Alexander Payne compiled
a series of quirky vignettes of uncomfortable everyday intrusions to
underscore how “privacy matters;”
comic master Steve Miller captured
parental cattiness in a spot promoting the iPhone’s “Bokeh”-bilities;
and Derek Cianfrance visited
programmers in late-night hours
in a triumphant black-and-white
film welcoming them to the brand’s
Worldwide Developers Conference.
Music video maven Dave Meyers
was at the helm for 2019 breakout star Billie Eilish’s deliciously
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bizarre “Bad Guy” clip, while
Agostina Galvez brought offkilter photographic sensibilities to
another Billie, the razor brand, for
its “Movember” campaign.
 —Ann-Christine Diaz
Reset
Acclaimed director David Fincher
and commercials production vet
Dave Morrison opened their company in 2012 with the hope of “resetting” the model and abandoning
the idea that you don’t have to be a
big shop to succeed. With a team of
just 14, the shop continues to break
through with some of the industry’s
most attention-getting work.
Garth Davis shot Macy’s poignant “Santa Girl,” about a little
lady with unexpected aspirations to
be St. Nick, while Jonathan Glazer
delivered a fantastical ad about a
runner who takes flight with the
help of her Apple Watch.
Ian Pons Jewell applied his
off-kilter sensibilities to Michelob Ultra’s ad that depicted office
workers turning animal-like as
they abandon their 9-to-5 lives to
heed the call of nature, as well as
the out-there spot depicting the
freaky origins of yogurt-covered
—Ann-Christine Diaz
Skittles. 
Unit9
Our 2019 Production Company of
the Year proved that no technology
is off the table when it comes to creating a standout marketing message.
These included Miller Lite’s “Cantroller” from DDB Chicago which
turned the brew’s vessel into a game
controller, and ASICS’ “Eternal Run”
from Edelman. The race, designed to
promote the brand’s Glideride shoe
technology, leveraged smartwatches
to challenge runners to maximize
their performance.
The company also ventured into
“space” with The Martin Agency’s
latest ambitious effort for the JFK
Library, “JFK Moonshot,” which
leveraged AR to recreate the moon
landing for modern-day audiences on a variety of platforms. And
it teamed with BBH London on
Samsung’s “SpaceSelfie,” which
captured people’s mugs via Galaxy
phones sent into the stratosphere.

—Ann-Christine Diaz
Production Company to Watch
Division7
Division7 was founded in 2018 by
Production Company of the Year
Smuggler’s leaders Brian Carmody
and Patrick Milling Smith as a
sibling outfit meant to stretch their
creative reach in fresh ways. Led by
Managing Directors Kamila Prokop
and David Richards, who moved
over from shuttered VR outfit Here
Be Dragons, the shop is shaping up
to be a model for modern production, with a roster of talents that’s
as diverse as its range of work.
The company prides itself in
being home to a multitalented
bench with experience that reaches
beyond directing to art, acting,
teaching and even brewmaking—
an alchemy that helped to make the
films shine. Isaac Ravishankara
told the tale of a man at war with
himself in a suicide prevention spot
for Volunteers of America from the
Richards Group, while Lloyd Lee
Choi painted a whimsical portrait
of everyday mom life as kid after
kid yells, “Hey, Mom” in a spot for
Google Assistant.

—Ann-Christine Diaz
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WORK FINALISTS

A counterpart to our A-List, the
Creativity Awards celebrate the ideas,
individuals and companies that pushed
the industry forward, opening up new
possibilities for agencies and brands. They
comprise a range of categories including
the work, people, businesses and a newly
introduced section dedicated to the
year’s most accomplished production
and postproduction players. The finalists
below, selected by a jury of top industry
leaders, are a snapshot of 2019’s creative
all-stars. The ultimate winners will be
announced at our upcoming gala (date
TBD). Congratulations to all!

Content Marketing of the Year
1. HBO, “#FortheThrone”
by Droga5
2. Sandy Hook Promise,
“Back to School Essentials”
by BBDO New York
3. Skittles,
“Advertising Ruins Everything”
by DDB Chicago and SMUGGLER

Technology Innovation of the Year
4. Black & Abroad,
“Go Back to Africa”
by FCB/SIX
5. Burger King, “Burn That Ad”
by DAVID São Paulo
6. Microsoft/Xbox,
“Changing the Game”
by McCann New York
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Best Work for Good

Experiential Campaign of the Year

Craft of the Year

Idea of the Year

7. Gazeta.pl, BNP Paribas and
Mastercard, “The Last Ever Issue”
by VMLY&R

13. Glade, “Scent by Glade”
by Ogilvy

20. Apple, “Bounce”
by TBWA\Media Arts Lab

26. Burger King, “Whopper Detour”
by FCB New York

14. Skittles, “Broadway the Rainbow”
by DDB Worldwide

21. Apple, “Share Your Gifts”
by TBWA\Media Arts Lab

27. Diesel, “Hate Couture”
by Publicis Italy

15. Wendy’s, “Keeping Fortnite Fresh”
by VMLY&R

22. Ikea, “Silence the Critics”
by Mother London

28. Libresse, “Viva La Vulva”
by AMV/BBDO; Somesuch

23. John Lewis & Partners,
“The Boy & the Piano”
by adam&eve/DDB; Moving
Picture Company

29. Microsoft/Xbox,
“Changing the Game”
by McCann New York

8. HBO, “It’s OK”
by Wieden+Kennedy New York
9. Ikea, “ThisAbles”
by McCann Israel
10. Libresse, “Viva La Vulva”
by AMVBBDO; Somesuch
11. Mastercard, “True Name”
by McCann New York
12. Microsoft/Xbox,
“Changing the Game”
by McCann New York


Tiny But Mighty
16. HBO, “It’s OK”
by Wieden+Kennedy New York
17. Kraft Philadelphia Cream Cheese,
“Bagelgate”
by Droga5
18. Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen,
“Sandwich Wars” Tweet
by GSD&M

24. Libresse, “Viva La Vulva”
by AMV/BBDO; Somesuch
25. The New York Times,
“The Truth Is Worth It”
by Droga5

30. The New York Times,
“The Truth Is Worth It”
by Droga5
31. Wendy’s, “Keeping Fortnite Fresh”
by VMLY&R

19. The Walt Disney Company,
“Moving Day”
by TBWA\Chiat\Day Los Angeles
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PEOPLE FINALISTS
Creative of the Year
1. Lauren Ferreira
Creative director
Droga5
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2. Ricardo Uribe
Associate creative director
Goodby Silverstein & Partners

Media Planner of the Year
3. Samantha Deevy
Group communications
strategy director
Droga5
4. Mark Kirby
Media director
OMD
5. Michael Piner
Senior VP, video and datadriven investments
Mediahub
6. Danielle Zion
Associate director of
communications planning
Mediahub

Strategic Planner of the Year
7. Katie Coane
Group brand strategy director
Goodby Silverstein & Partners
8. Miriam Raisner
Group director, strategy and insights
VMLY&R
9. Randy Romero & Angela Brown
Social strategy team
GSD&M


Diversity & Inclusion Champion
of the Year
14. Carmina Drummond
Executive VP, chief culture officer
The Martin Agency

Creative Director of the Year

15. Christina Mallon
Inclusive design lead
Wunderman Thompson

10. Mike Dubrick & Joel Holtby
Partners, creative directors
Rethink

16. Michele Prota
Chief talent officer
Forsman & Bodenfors

11. Alex Little & Karsten Jurkschat
Creative directors
McCann New York

17. Diego Scotti
Chief marketing officer and
executive VP
Verizon



12. Anthony Nelson
& Mike Sutherland
Executive creative directors
adam&eveDDB
13. Toby Treyer-Evans
& Laurie Howell
Group creative directors
Droga5

42
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20. Lauren LaValle
Executive group account director
Droga5

Chief Creative Officer of the Year
21. Chris Beresford-Hill
Chief creative officer
TBWA\Chiat\Day New York
22. Sean Bryan & Tom Murphy
Co-chief creative officers
McCann New York
23. Margaret Johnson
Chief creative officer
Goodby Silverstein & Partners
24. Debbi Vandeven
Global chief creative officer
VMLY&R


Brand Manager of the Year
25. Hilary Fischer-Groban
Brand director
Thinx
26. Angus Ingham
Communications specialist: global
brand and special projects
UNICEF
27. Ladd Martin
Head of global marketing
HP

Chief Strategy
Officer of the Year

Account Manager of the Year

28. Mark Aronson
Chief strategy officer
Johannes Leonardo

18. Colin Belmont
Supervisor, client engagement
VMLY&R

29. Jonny Bauer
Global chief strategy officer
Droga5

19. Melissa Buck
Account director
Goodby Silverstein & Partners

30. Bonnie Wan
Partner, head of brand strategy
Goodby Silverstein & Partners
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BUSINESS FINALISTS

6. Stephanie Nadi Olson
Founder
We Are Rosie

Best ROI: Work That Works



1. The New York Times,
“The Truth Is Worth It”
by Droga5

Best Launch of the Year

2. Heineken, “Heineken 0.0”
by Canvas Worldwide
3. Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen,
“Chicken Wars”
by GSD&M
4. Tennessee Department of
Tourism, “The Laugh Tracker”
by VMLY&R
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7. Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen,
“Chicken Wars”
by GSD&M
8. Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen,
“Sweet Dixie Kitchen”
by GUT
9. Volkswagen,
“Volkswagen’s Rebirth”
by Johannes Leonardo

D-to-C Brand of the Year

Visionary/Founder of the Year
5. Maryellis Bunn
Founder & CEO
Museum of Ice Cream

PRODUCTION FINALISTS
Agency Producer of the Year
1. Jesse Brihn
Director of film production
Droga5
2. Tasha Dean
Senior VP, head of integrated
production
The Martin Agency
3. John McAdorey
Senior VP, executive producer
McCann New York
4. Brian O’Rourke
Executive director of film and content
production
TBWA\Media Arts Lab

10. Allbirds
11. Bombas







Director of the Year

Director to Watch

Editorial Company of the Year

6. Calmatic
PRETTYBIRD

12. Paul Briganti
Content director
Tool of North America

17. Final Cut

13. Nisha Ganatra
Director
Chelsea Pictures

19. Whitehouse Post

7. Spike Jonze
MJZ
8. Megaforce
ICONOCLAST



14. Amber Grace Johnson
Director
Object & Animal

9. Mark Molloy
SMUGGLER
10. Andreas Nilsson
Biscuit Filmworks

15. Diana Kunst & Mau Morgo
Directors
Object & Animal

11. Dougal Wilson
Furlined

18. Joint

Music and Sound Company
of the Year
20. Barking Owl
21. Wave Studios/Sixty Four Music

VFX Company of the Year

16. Charlotte Regan
Director
Knucklehead

22. Alt.VFX
23. Framestore

5. Dani Stoller
Executive producer
Saatchi & Saatchi New York

24. Moving Picture Company
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FRESH
AS A DAISY
By Brian Braiker

Ad Age awarded its first Agency of the Year—our
predecessor to Agency A-List—in 1974. The winner:
New York-based Cunningham & Walsh.
Then, as now, the judging criteria were clear:
“It’s the creative output, and whatever bottom-line
results can be attributed to that output, that count,”
we wrote. Creativity and ROI. That’s what it boiled
down to 46 years ago—and it’s what it still all boils
down to today. Having a good story to tell doesn’t
hurt either.
C&W counted as clients Old Milwaukee beer,
Folger’s coffee, the Yellow Pages (remember those?)
and Qantas Airways. “C&W’s performance in managing creative strategies closely tied to research
and media skills led Ad Age to its choice,” we wrote
in 1974. “Finding a single, communicable selling
idea that stands the test of time and marketplace
repetition is the agency’s goal.”
That ethos, as boilerplate as it sounds in 2020,
allowed C&W to land new clients including L&M
cigarettes and Summer’s Eve disposable douche.
Remember those “not-so-fresh” ads of yore? Before
they were punchlines—or even clichés—they were
groundbreaking. It was, we noted, “the first product
in that sensitive category to reach TV viewers.”
It wasn’t the first time the agency broke new
ground with women, either: C&W was co-founded by Fred H. Walsh, under the original name
Newell-Emmett Company, in 1919. “It was under
his guidance at Newell-Emmett, according to his
associates, that the agency prepared an advertisement for Chesterfield cigarettes that suggested for
the first time in American advertising that a woman
might like to smoke,” The New York Times wrote in
his obituary in 1964.
Ad Age’s February 1974 issue also marked our
30th annual Agency Report. U.S. agency billings for
689 agencies hit a record $12.9 billion, we reported,
equivalent to about $860 million in revenue ($4.9
billion, adjusted for inflation).
There has been remarkable agency growth (and
consolidation) since then. Total U.S. revenue for the
more than 500 agencies and networks in the Ad Age
Agency Report 2019 came to a record $57 billion.
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The top agency in 1973? J. Walter Thompson,
which traced its roots to when Abe Lincoln was
president. Today it’s gone, folded by WPP into a new
entity called Wunderman Thompson. No. 2 in 1973:
McCann-Erikson, an agency forged in the fires of
the Great Depression (and this year’s No. 7 on the
Agency A-List). No. 3 in 1973: Young and Rubicam,
which dated to the 1920s and is also gone today,
merged by WPP into a digital-centric play with the
ungainly name of VMLY&R.
As we navigate incredibly challenging waters
(already choppy before coronavirus), it doesn’t hurt
to revisit history. Cunningham & Walsh, our inaugu-

ral agency of the year, would be acquired in 1982 by
Mickelberry, a former meatpacking company. C&W
was subsequently bought by N.W. Ayer and shut
down in 1987. Ayer itself ran out of air in 2002. The
only constant is, of course, that things change.
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Small Agency
Small
Agency
Small
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Small Agency
Deadline
extended to
May 7!

Each year, the Ad Age Small Agency Awards
celebrate small shops producing needle-moving
work. Often unrecognized by the big awards
shows, we remain committed to shining a light
on the small agency community—especially
during these challenging times.
Last year’s Small Agency Awards winners
include DCX Growth Accelerator, Opinionated,
the Via Agency and We Believers. Do you have
what it takes to win this year?
Explore all 12 categories and enter now at
AdAge.com/saa2020.
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Final deadline: May 7
at 5 p.m. EDT

Enter now at
AdAge.com/saa2020

#AdAgeSmallAgency
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It’s a tremendous privilege to be
named to this year’s Ad Age A-list.
We thank the editors along with the
many people who helped make this
happen—our clients and our colleagues
around the globe.
For a company proud of solving, these
times have certainly taught us that we
can’t solve everything. But what we can
do is help.

GRATEFUL
So we’re marking this moment by
making a donation to No Kid Hungry,
a campaign that is ensuring millions of
kids are getting the meals they need,
during school closures and all year long.
We truly appreciate the recognition for
the work we do. But right now, we’re
especially grateful to be able to help
others do theirs.
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